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A. ICCOS Of THIS STDEY
Federal acquisition is a broad spectrum cf policies and
procedures that direct and execute the efforts of a vast
number of military and civilian procurement personnel ir the
federal Government. This study will focus on a fairly large
microcosm cf those personnel associated with Government
procurement, nanely civilian personnel that are involved in
small purchase. This study will additionally confine itself
only tc intermediate level personnel that have been
purchasing agents for a period of time, and have completed
both cn-the-job trailing as well as the entry level small
purchase training course offered by the Department of
Eefense (DOE). This study will also be confined to findings
and recommendations regarding small purchase personnel
viithir the Department of the Navy (DON) .
E. CEJECIIVES
The primary thrust of this research is to identify the
specific training needs of intermediate level small purchase
personnel within the Department of the Navy, and to present
a proposed training plan to satisfy those needs. A recom-
mended nethod cf training implementation will also be
proposed, and the ccsts associated with implementing this
plan fcill he examined. Further, current deficiencies in
professional development and organizational practices will
te examined in order to establish the context within which
this training must he conducted. It is hoped that as a
result of this paper, the Department of the Navy will have a
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useful and viable delineation of the most significant
training and perfornance weaknesses of small purchase
personnel, and a training plan that can be utilized ry field
level activities to improve the training and hence the
performance of intermediate level small purchase personnel.
C, £££I£ECB QUESTION
In consonance with the atove stated objectives, the
following research guestion was addressed;
What are the training needs of intermediate level
snail purchase personnel and how can these needs
lest te met?
In support of the primary rearch guestion the fcllcwing
ancillary guestions were also addressed;
1. What are the current training shortcomings as viewed
ry the Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP)
staff, Field level supervisors within the small purchase
system, and small purchase personnel themselves?
2. What follow-cn or advanced training for small
purchase personnel is desired ry the Commander, Naval Supply
Systems Command staff, field supervisors, and intermediate
level small purchase personnel?
3. what small purchase training programs presently
exist for small purchase personnel at the fcasic or entry
level, and at more advanced levels?
H. What is the current level of formal training of
inter nediate level small purchase personnel in the
Department of the Navy, and what are the sources of the
training that do exist?
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5- What other sources of training exist and are avail-
able at the field level for field small purchase personnel?
6- What training is currently required for career
development of snail purchase personnel at the intermediate
level"?
a. fcho is responsible fcr conducting this training?
1. Is this training utilized?
c.Is this training adeguate?
7. Fhat other factors, if any, influence the success of
training for small purchase personnel?
8- What are the costs associated with implementing the
proposed training program?
E- BISF.AECE flETEODOICGY
lie information utilized throughout this study was
derived from interviews of personnel at NAVSUP Headquarters,
supervisors at various field purchasing activities, and from
interviewing small purchase personnel. An extensive review
cf purchasing directives and policies was also conducted,
formal as well as informal training guides at several large
field activities were also reviewed, as were data from past
small purchase inspections conducted by both NAVSUP and the
Naval Audit Service. Additionally, policy level personnel
within the Federal Acguisition Institute, the General
Services Administration, and the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy were interviewed.
The literature utilized in this study was compiled from
nultiple sources, including the Defense Logistics
Inforcation Exchange {DLS11) f the Defense Technical
Infornaticn Center (DTIC) , the General Services
Administration, current Federal and Department of Defense
regulaticns and supplementary directives, previous theses.
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and a review of current pu rlications and periodicals rele-
vant to the field of federal procurement.
E. SCCII Cf THE ST0I1
This study is ccrfined to a specific subset of federal
froc urement personnel, namely those civilian small purchase
personnel who have teen workirg in the field of Department
cf the Navy small purchase and who have advanced beyond the
entry level in terms cf experience, knowledge, and responsi-
bility. As such this study is directed toward Gereral
Schedule employees in the 1105 and 1106 series- Withic the
scope of the duties frequently associated with GS-1105 and
GS-11C6 personnel, enly those small purchases for supplies
and services within the purview of NAVSU? will be addressed.
Cn occasion, these personnel are tasked with procurement of
construction and other facilities related-purchases that are
normally under the purview or the Commander, Naval
facilities Engineering Command. An examination of these
procurements will be specifically excluded.
I. IIMIIATIONS
This study has suffered from the common prcilen; of
limited resources in terms of time and funding, however it
is felt that sufficient personal interface with personnel
that set policy, and who direct and execute small purchase
within the Department of the Navy was conducted tc ensure




Throughout this research report, it is assumed that the
reader is familiar with the Federal Acquisition process and
the linitations and idiosyncrasies of small purchase. It is
further assumed that the reader is familiar with basic Naval




1* ven dor /Su pplier /Con tra ct or: In the context of this
research report the terms contractor, vendor, and supplier
viill le used interchangeably to indicate parties that
provide supplies and services to the Government.
2. Si all Purc has e
:
Small purchase is defined by the
federal Acquisition Regulation as the acquisition of
supplies, rcnpersonal services, and construction in the
amount of $25,000 or less [fief. 1 J, [fief. 2]-
-• GS^JJOz: GS-11C2 personnel are those that are tasked
with acquisition for items totalling more than $25,000, and
are referred to as Contract and Procurement specialists.
These personnel are the "professional " acquisition work-
force, and the average grade level of these personnel in the
federal Government is between a GS-10 and GS-11 level.
4 - GS^JJCjj: GS-1105 personnel are termed purchasing
specialists and are the cornerstone of the small purchase
function within the federal Government. Their specific job
tasking is in the snail purchase field, and they comprise
the vast majority of personnel performing the small purchase
function within the federal Government.
5- Gf-_M06; There are two categories of GS-110b personnel;
procurement clerks ard procurement assistants. In general,
procurenent clerks are utilized in the small purchase
15
function whereas procurement assistants are utilized in the
contracting functioral area. For the purpose cf this
research effort, G5-1106 personnel will be included witn
GS- 11C5 in the analysis and recommendations of this thesis.
I. ORGANIZATION OF 3EE STUDY
Ihis thesis is organized in such a manner that the
reader is given a gereral background into the framework and
problems associated kith small purchase. Areas of profes-
sional, organizational, and training weaKnesses are
discussed and examined, as are recommendations to improve
the performance cf intermediate level small purchase
perscrnel.
Chapter II provides necessary framework and background
to establish a general setting for the focus of this effort.
Chapter III examines and discusses professional development
weaknesses that have consistently plagued small purchase
personnel and that have been the genesis of many cf the
training and performance shortcomings discussed in later
chapters. Chapter IV reveals and discusses organizational
shortcomings that have exacerbated other structural weak-
nesses and that have in themselves contributed significantly
to turnover, inefficiency, and less than acceptanle perform-
ance ir many areas of small purchase.
Chapter V presents and discusses tne major areas of
training shortfalls that were uncovered in the course of
this study. Problems are stated, causes and contributing
factors are examined, and solutions are proposed for each of
these areas of deficiency. This Chapter is addressed toward
policv and management level personnel as they must be the
origin and impetus for any concerted effort to improve small
purchase performance. Chapter VI presents a proposed format
16
to b€ utilized for constructing a viable training program
that addresses the areas of weakness that the researchers
have uncovered. This Chapter will also present a sample
training guide for cue of the specific areas of weakness
discussed in Chapter \. A brief cost and benefit analysis
cf the implementation of this study follows in Chapter VII
to allcw the reader to ascertain the financial impact of
implementing the proposed training. A summation of the
research and it's potential impact is provided in Chapter
VIII, which alsc provides the researchers' conclusions and
recommendations relative to this research effort. A
plethora of appendices that include a list cf interviewes, a
summary of small purchase personnel manning levels, a
summary cf selected statistics, and numerous references and
directives that the research has found would be useful as a
ready reference to small purchase personnel are also
provided.
17
II. FFAMEHOEK SND BACKGROUND
A. JIAMEflOIK
Government procurement in the strictest sense is the
procurement of supplies and services necessary to operate
various segments ox the Federal Government in an effective
and responsive manner. It has, however, evolved into a
political, social, and economic instrument of the highest
order. The Congress has viewed Federal procurement as a
converient means of effecting and furthering specific
social, political, and economic goals, and as such it has
teen the subject of significant legislation and intense
scrutiny. In this, an election year, the Federal budget has
become a central issue; and as the most significant aspect
of the ever burgeoning budget, DOD procurement has ccme
under ever increasing examination. As the Executive and
legislative branches of the Government search for areas in
which to trim the budget, procurement efficiency and effec-
tiveness will receive increasing attention and criticism.
As previously mentioned, Federal procurement accounts
for a significant poition of the Federal budget. In fiscal
year 1S82, procurement amounted to more than $ 158 billion,
or slightly more than 21% of the Federal budget [Eef. 3].
Spending by the DO li accounted for nearly 31* of these
procurements, or over $49 billion [Bef. 4]. The recent
report to the President by the Grace Commissicn (Ihe
President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control) recog-
nized the impact of DOD procurement upon the budgetary
process, and cited potential savings of $4 billion if
procurement technigues and execution were performed mere
18
effectively and efficiently ty the DOD [Ref. 5]- While
those faniliar with IOC procurement are skeptical cf these
projected savings, personnel at all levels recognize the
need fci improved purchasing and it's attendant ccst
savings.
1c date, the focus of the majority of studies regarding
the ailitary procurenent systei have been upon the acquisi-
tion cf najcr systems, which in many instances individually
represent the outlay cf billions of dollars. Major systems
acquisitions are costly, and account for 92% of the total
procureient funds by the Federal Government. By contrast,
small purchase actions totalled over 18.3 million individual
actions in fiscal year 1982, although accounting for only
1.5% cf total dollar outlays [fief. 6]. Small purchase
within the DOD accounted for over 12 million of these
actions, with an associated value of over $12 billion
£fief. 7]. As of late, more attention has been directed to
this heretofore ignored segment cf procurement, and legisla-
tive and executive involvement has increased accordingly.
Public interest has also been fanned by recent sensational
stories, such as acccunts of spare parts overpricing.
At this juncture, the reader may query, "What exactly is
small purchase and hew is it implemented within the EOI"?
As previously defined, small purchase is the acquisition of
supplies, nonpersonal services, and construction in the
amount of $25,00C or less [fief- 8]. Ihe dollar threshold
for snail purchase was increased to $25,000 from J1C,00C for
Eefense Agencies in fiscal year 1982, and as a. result the
scope of small purchase has increased dramatically. Ihe key
tenets of snail purchase are that it is a simplified set of
procedures effected to reduce the administrative burden of
relatively small dollar value purchases, and to increase the
opportunity for small and disadvantaged businesses to crtain
a fair portion of Government contracts. As we shall discuss
19
in scire ireasure latex in this thesis, these objectives have
merit, hcsnever they are often in conflict.
E. EACKGECUND
Snail purchase procedures have been developed tc reduce
administrative ccsts while retaining an acceptable degree of
contrcl ever the small purchase process. Federal
Acquisition Regulaticrs and implementing instructions by the
agencies are a comprcnise between controlling administrative
costs and contrclling pricing and source selection. Tae
Eederal purchasing system itself has evolved over the last
two hundred years, and has it's legislative roots in 1609
when the Ccngress required that all purchases and ccntracts
for supplies and services shall be made by either open
purchase, cr by previously advertising for proposals. The
intent of this legislation was to ensure that contractors
were net favored over one another, as that had been a
significant problem tc that time. During the course cf the
next cne hundred years, Federal contracting became codified
in opinions of the Courts and additional Congressional
legislaticr, as well as agency tradition. The advent of
fcorld War II, however, prompted Defense agencies to realize
that fcrmal advertising and it's associated clerical and
administrative burden were tco cumbersome to respond to
events in a naticnal emergency. After World War II, Congress
formally recognized this fundamental shortcoming in the
Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947, which authorized
Defense agencies seventeen exceptions tc formal advertising.
Included in these exceptions is the waiver of formal adver-
tising fcr small purchase £Bef. 9J £Ref. 10], and tnus the
genesis of present-day small purchase authority and
proce dures.
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C. EIC.U1 EI BENTS
Organizationally , small purcnase is usually a separate
and distinct division within the procurement office and, as
such, operates in a completely different environment than
purchases in excess of the small purchase threshold;
commonly referred to as contracts. In an effort to inplement
the desires of the Congress regarding small purchase,
federal agencies have published specific directives and
regulations regarding the limitations and requirements for
small purchase. In crder to simplify purchasing for small
purchases, exceptions to convention regarding competition
and fcrnal advertising have teen authorized and are the
basis upon which small purchase is implemented and executed.
The infect cf these exceptions is to recognize the tradeoff
between the administrative cost of placing repetitive orders
for snail dollar value items and the desire to have competi-
tion, documentation, and contract advertising cf seme
nature.
Cne of the key aspects of small purchase is that
purchases of less than $1,000 can be made without competi-
tion. Ihe only caveat placed upon the Contracting Officer
or buvers is that business te rotated in an equitable manner
and that prices paid in the absence of competition te judged
as "fair and reasonatle" £Bef. 11 ]. This waiver of the
requirement for competition recognizes the administrative
turden, attendant costs and inefficiencies that would result
from soliciting competition for small dollar value procure-
ments. The waiver cf the requirement for competition for
purchases of less than $1,000 £Ref. 12], is probably the
most controversial aspect of small purchase, as the Congress
has always subscribed to the theory that competition is the
cornerstone of free enterprise and is necessary to avoid the
opportunity for fraudulent pricing on the part of suppliers.
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Ine Congress has recognized, however, that the burden asso-
ciated with ensuring competition is oftentimes more costly
than the administrative efforts necessary to solicit compe-
tition aid thus obviate unethical pricing by vendors. Ihe
report of the Commission on Government Procurement says of
compe titioc
:
Competition is ret a procurement technique. It is
a phenomenon of the marketplace and the extent tc
which it exists in any given marketplace ordi-
rarily is not influenced by the method of procure-
irent employed. Competition is the effort of
seilers / acting independently of each other and
offering products or services that are reasonably
close substitutes for those offered by other
sellers, to secure the business of the buyer
proposing the nost attractive contract terns.
ffiel. 13]
Present day small purchase can be subdivided into fcur
basic dollar constrained categories that define the airount
of competition and advertising required before making a
purchase. Small purchase can also be divided into two
categories relative tc the requirement to reserve business
for snail and disadvantaged concerns. Figure 2. 1 is a
graphic representation of these relationships.
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, there are three najor
categories of snail purchase. Procurements of less than
$1,QCC that do net require competition, and are reserved for
small business; procurements in the range $1,000 to $10,000
that require some decree of competition and advertising, ana
that are reserved fcr small business; and procurements in
excess of 310,000 that are substantially similar tc the
requirements of formal contracting above the $25,000
threshold, and which are not reserved for small business.
Subsequently, small purchase personnel are now required to
possess a diverse range of knowledge and skills as they may
lake nen-cempetitive small procurements or may beccme









* No Ccm petition Beguired
* Competition required to the
maximum extent possible
* Encouraged to post a notice
of intended purchases
(1)
$5,0CC-$10,000 * Competition reguired to the
maximum extent possible
* Must pest notice of intended
purchases
*1C,000-$25, 000 * Competition required
* Purchase must oe synopsised
in the Commerce Business
Daily (CBD)
(2)
(1) 30-210,000: Purchases in this category are uni-
laterally set-aside for Small and Disadvantaged
Businesses.
(1) $10,000-$25, CCC; Purchase in this category are
net set aside for Small and Disadvantaged Businesses
Source; Researchers
Figure 2. 1 Small Purchase Categories.
Procurements in the first category are relatively
simple, as small purchase personnel are relieved of most of
the reguirements fcr documentation and other clerical
duties. They must, however, determine that the price the
Government pays is fair and reasonable. Although competition
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in itself is not required, buyers are required tc ensure
that purchases in this category are fairly and eguitahly
distrituted throughout the business case.
Ti€ second categcry of procurements is somewhat mere
complex, nowever it is not substantially different than
procurements for under 31,000. Small purchase personnel are
required to obtain adequate competition for procurements in
this ranee, and are also encouraged to solicit at least
three bids to ensure that prices are in fact competitive.
Additionally, for purchases between $5,000 and $1C,000,
buyers are also reguired to post a notice of anticipated
procurements in a public place so as to afford local tusi-
nessier the opportunity to ascertain the scope and extent of
expected small purchases above this nominal value by the
Goverrment [fief- 14], Buyers are also encouraged, but not
required, to do the same for procurements of less than
$5,0CC- Ihe mest in^ortant aspect of all purchases under
$10, CC0 is that tney are unilaterally reserved for snail and
disadvantaged businesses, with few exceptions [fief. 15].
Ihe third categcry of procurements with which small
purchase personnel are faced is that of procurements in
excess of $ 10,000 but less than $25,000. This categcry is
the mest recent addition to the duties of small purchase
perscrrel, and is the area where the idiosyncrasies of
competitive procurement are least understood by small
purchase personnel and their supervisors. All procur eirents
in this category must be synopsised in the Commerce Eusiness
laily (CEE) .
E. HE3ECDS
Small purchase b\ its nature is involved in repetitive
purchases cf low dollar value items- In consonance with
efforts to alleviate much of the clerical duties associated
24
Kith Government proc irement , a limited number of purchasing
vehicles is authorized for use in the small purchase arena.
The general purchasing documents that are authorized in
small purchase are the blanket purchase agreement, the
purchase order, the imprest fund, delivery orders, and
several ether documents of less significance. Zach of these
vehicles is examined in brief below:
1 • Blanket Purchase Agree me nt
Ihe blanket purchase agreement is an administrative
device designed to reduce the time and effort required to
make repetitive purchases from the same source for sirrilar
categories of material. It is an agreement between the
vendor and the Government that allows representatives cf the
Goverrirent to place cral or written orders against a pre-
existing purchase agreement without a formal purchase order.
It is generally executed orally, and the person placing the
call need oily ccntact the vendor, obtain a price gucte, and
place tie crder. Accountability and administrative control
are ensured through the use of "call numbers" that the buyer
gives to the vendor. Invoices are normally onl] prepared
monthly and substantiated ty a summary of the call runners
and their associated prices. Ihe Government retains a
modicum cf control by including a clause in blanket purchase
agreements that states that the Government will not be
liable fcr calls (purchases) placed by persons not specifi-
cally authorized by the Government [Ref. 16]- An additional
benefit to the Government, cemmon to users of BPAs, is that
through judicious delegation of the authority to use blanket
purchase agreements tc the personnel generating the reguire-
ment, the buyer can be relieved of these relatively simple
purchases and can tetter allocate their time tc these
purchases requiring mere expertise £Ref. 17].
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2 • .Pur chas e Orders
Purchase orders are the basic tool of small purchase
personnel and are used for nearly all purchases that are rot
within the purview of blanket purchase agreements. Ihey are
essentially an offer to a vendor, based upon a determination
that the price listed on the purchase order is the mcst
advantageous to the Government, for the vendor tc provide
supplies and services to the Government in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the order. Although a purchase
crder is net technically a contract because it is an crier
en the ^.art of the Government without corresponding accept-
ance by the supplier, it is considered essentially a
contract as the buyer and seller have usually agreed tc the
terms and conditions before it is prepared. It is not,
however, a legal contract until the contractor provides the
requested goods or services, or until he begins substantial
performance of the reguired work £Ref- 18]. With the excep-
tion regarding the timing of the document's legality as a
contract, these documents are analogous to contracting in
the private sector. A significant subset of purchase orders
are these that do not have an agreed upon price at the time
cf issuance by the Government. These are referred to as
unpriced purchase orders and are utilized to commence neces-
sary wcrk en a project that has an undetermined scope. Ihere
are fairly stringent rules governing their use and
application [fief. 19].
3 . Imprest fund
3he imprest fund is another category of small
purchase that is designed to overcome the expense of placing
orders for very small dollar value items. It is essentially
a method by which users determine a source of supply at a
fair and reasonatle price, and then obtain a cash advance to
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purchase the material directly from the vendor £Ref. 20].
The intetus for the inprest fund is that most purchase orga-
nizations, including the Government, have found that the
cost tc process a small dollar value purcnase action through
the purchasing branch often far exceeds the value of the
item being purchased. In an effort to overcome this obvious
inefficiency, price controls are somewhat relaxed with the
expectation that the cost savings far exceed any potential
abuses.
4 . Del iver y Orders
The final major category of small purchase tech-
niques is the delivery order- Delivery Orders are net actu-
ally a method of small purchase, however, they are utilized
freguently .by sjiall purchase personnel. These types of
purchases may reduce the time required to execute an order,
and censeguently the cost of small purchase by allowing
buyers tc place delivery orders against existing contracts.
Another primary advantage of delivery orders is that trey
allow several purchasing offices to utilize the same
contract, and thus take advantage of guantity discounts that
they night not be able to gualify for individually. These
orders are placed against contracts commonly referred to as
indefinite-delivery contracts. There are three types of
indefinite-delivery contracts; definite-guantity contracts,
reguirements contracts, and indefinite-quantity contracts
[Ref. 21]. The appropriate choice of these contracts is
governed by the amount of information known regarding times
of delivery, and guantities reguired at the time the
contract is awarded. These contracts offer several advan-
tages to the Government, including minimizing the level of
Government stocks for materials wnere there is a known need,
permitting direct delivery to users, and allowing a large
measure of flexibility on the part of the Governnent as
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regards delivery scheduling and ordering of supplies and
services after reguirements materialize. They alsc permit
faster ordering of needed supplies and services while miri-
irizing the Governments obligation to the minimum Quantity
specified in the contract.
I. EIBSCNNEL
Within the Federal Government, small purchase duties are
assigned to civiliar personnel in the GS-1105 and GS-110o
series- These personnel are the primary personnel performing
small purchase acticns within the DOD, with military
enlisted personnel ccnprising the other segment. Cn occa-
sion, contracting personnel in the GS-1102 series are
assigned these duties, however an assignment of this sort
would te an anomaly, as their expertise is generally
utili2ed only on acquisitions in excess of $25,000- Within
the GS-1105 series are several classifications that divide
the series into differing levels of knowledge, skill, and
supervisory responsibilities. The focus of this paper is
toward GS-1105 and GS-1106 personnel that have been cn the
job for several years and that have completed the tasic
small purchase course in one form or another. Ihese
personnel are the " tread and butter " of a small purchase
crganizaticn, as they are the personnel that are tasked with
the vast cajority cf purchasing actions in the small
purchase spectrum. It is assumed throughout this paper that
these personnel are familiar with the basics of small
purchase and only reguire specialized training in specific
areas where there is a general lack of knowledge or
understanding.
GS-1105 series personnel are termed small purchase
specialists and are responsible for the vast majority of
procurements within the scope of small purchase. GS-1106
2Q
personnel or the other hand are procurement assistants or
procurement clerks, and are not generally directly tasked
with making procurement actions. The distinction between
GS-1105 and GS-1106 personnel is less definite in the field
however, and it is net uncommon for GS-1106 personnel to be
performing small purchase functions. The crux of a typical
Position Description (PD) for GS 1105 series personnel is
cited below:
Ihe duties and responsibilities of GS-1105
personnel involve methods of acquiring goods
and services through an acquisition process
cr method known as simplified purchasing
procedures. These methods include, but are
not United to, the use of mandatory sources
cf supply, blanket purchase agreements,
imprest funds, oral quotes, and purchase
crders with open market sources. Except for
these unique, obsolete, or specially fabri-
cated or manufactured items requiring
in-depth negotiations that may result from
Feguests for Quotation, goods and services
purchased are readily identified, described
by brand name, generally commercially avail-
able, nationally or regionally advertised,
and available from numerous sources.
Supervisory control may range from close
supervision of the entry level trainee, to
crly a general review of actions taken for
legal conformity by journeymen- [Eef. 22]
F. SCHMAfil
As evidenced by the brief introduction and examination
cf small purchase discussed above, it is a complex set of
rules and regulations that govern a very sizeable percentage
cf purchasirg by the federal Government. It is an area that
reguires increased attention in the Procurement ccmaunity
and will be receiving ever increasing scrutiny by the
Congress and the public. Although the duties of small
purchase personnel are often considered clerical in nature,
they are in fact guite complex and demanding. The duties and
responsibilities of snail purchase personnel have increased
dramatically in the past several years, yet the Federal
procurement system has failed in large measure .to reflect
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In the process of gathering data concerning existing and
proposed small purchase training / it became increasingly
clear to tie researchers that any training program may be
dramatically impacted by many professional and organiza-
tional characteristics. Interviews with buyers and supervi-
sory perscnnel at field activities consistently produced
comments concerning weaknesses in professional and organiza-
tional development. It was consistently perceived that
these weaknesses related directly to training in a numter of
important ways. Further, even across varied activities, a
surprisingly consistent pattern cf concerns emerged.
Accepting this interrelationship for the moment, the
following two chaptei£ will identify those professional and
organizational concerns expressed in interviews, examine
their impact upon training, and attempt to suggest acticns
that nay lessen the adverse effects. The list is net fcv any
means all inclusive, and is intended only to suggest areas
for activity self-exauinati en. Additionally, current legis-
lative and regulatory efforts in these areas will he high-
lighted in order tc introduce the reader to current
initiatives at the Federal level.
£. COBEENI DIBECTIVES
In an atmosphere of increased Congressional and public
concern about the integrity cf Federal procurement systems,
it is net surprising that the guality cf procurement
personnel should come under scrutiny. The results of this
scrutiny have been numerous studies and inguiries resulting
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in legislation, regulation, and establishment ex fcrnal
todies within the Federal agencies to implement reform.
lie most comprelensive regulatory attempts to prcmcte
professional development of federal procurement personnel
are ccrtained in "Tie Office of Federal Procurement Pclicy
Act" [fief. 23], Executive Order 12352, "federal Procurement
Eeforos" £Eef- 24], and "The Office of federal Procurement
folic} Act Amendments of 1S83." £fief. 25] "The Office of
federal fiocurement folicy Act" established the Office of
federal Procurement Pclicy (Of P?) . Additionally, the Act
directs the heads of each of the Executive agencies to
develop and maintain a procurement career management program
hithir their respective agencies to ensure an adeguate
professional work force- In order to implement the provi-
sions of "The federal Procurement Policy Act, Executive
Crder 12352, delineates otjectives to he achieved hv the
agencies. Career management programs are to cover the full
range of personnel management functions. Programs are to
result in a highly gualified, well managed, professional
work force. Finally, "The Cffice of federal Procurement
folic v Act Amendments of 19 83" is even more specific in its
direction to officials in the Executive agencies. It
reguires the establishment of a formal Procurement Career
Management System to te jointly admin- istered by the agen-
cies, and further directs the development of formal
Procurement Career frograms to form the substance of that
system
.
C. IhE 1ASK GROUP A»£ ITS CONCLUSIONS
As a direct result of Executive Order 12352, various
inter-agency task grcups were impaneled to address a full
range cf procurement problems. Under the direction of CffP,
Task Gioup 6 undertook a comprehensive examination of each
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facet cf the existing procurement work force. In particular,
the fcllcwirg areas here examined for each of the recognized
professional series related tc procurement [fief. 26] :
1. The status cf the series at individual Executive
agencies.
2. Mutual and urigue problems in performance, training
and career progressici.
3. Identified areas in need of improvement.
4. Suggested impxovement technigues and programs.
5- Ihe best methods to develop and manage effective
career management programs in crder to satisfy the guidance.
Ihe results of the initial work by the Task Force,
presented in early 1S£4, indicated some serious weaknesses
in existing programs for small purchase personnel [Ref. 27].
In fact, the group concluded that no effective career devel-
opment or training program exists for most 1105/1106 series
personnel within the agencies. Occupational standards for
the 1105 series had last been rewritten in 1969, with no
substantive revisions in the ensuing 15 years. As written,
these standards failed to recognize the current duties and
responsibilities of the 110 5 series, and failed to reflect
the current complexities of small purchase procurement due
to regulaticn and la* [fief. 28], Further, the existing
standards did not acccunt fcr the tremendous increase in the
volume and variety cf tasks assigned to the 1105 tuyer due
to the rise in threshold values from $2,500 to $25,00C for
all agencies during the period of neglect [Ref. 29], nor did
they reflect the level of sophistication of some items now
Kithir the threshold amounts.
Particularly troublesome to the Task Force were the
terms and definitions associated with the 1105 series in the
existing standards [lief. 30]. Small purchase, as a disci-
pline, was distinguished primarily by its reliance upon
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simplified purchasing procedures. This distinction appealed
directly responsible for the widely neld belief that the
small purchase function was relatively simple and primarily
clerical in nature. This telief, in turn, had fostered the
formation cf an aura cf second-class citizenship arcund the
field of si all purchase, without admitting that siiplified
purchasing procedures could cover many complex transactions,
finally, it was clear to the Task Force that the outdated
1105 standards were in direct conflict with the recently
reformed occupational standards for the 1102 series
[Eef- 3 1 ]. The 1102 standards had reserved ferial
contracting in all its forms to the 1102 community, while
the 1105 standards assigned the same functions to 1105s in
certain instances. In fact, as will he discussed later in
this report, this inconsistency has caused considerable
confusion it personnel and task assignment which is still
leing experienced today.
Task Force 6 found similar problems with the occupa-
tional standards relating to the 1106 series. Although scie
revisions had been accomplished, there was still consider-
able cveilap of prescribed functions with those of the new
1102 standards, especially fcr procurement assistants at the
GS-6 level and atove. Additionally, it was noted that no
training programs of note had teen developed and dedicated
to the particular needs of the 1106 series [Ref. 32].
I- TEI VIES FROM TBI FIELD
Interview responses from supervisory personnel and small
purchase bujers at various field activities tend to support
the conclusions reacted by Task Force 6. Most 1105 and 1106
position descriptions support the notion of small purchase
as a clerical -function, at least as perceived ty these
involved in small purchase. Those interviewed repeatedly
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related that pcsiticn descriptions primarily emphasize
productivity in terirs of volume at the expense or quality
recognition. It appears that in many activities, 1105 and
1106 personnel are often asked to perform in areas not
related to their professional standards, much like temporary
help.
A second common perception related by small purchase
personnel is that of a systemic preference for these
contract personnel in the 1 102 series- This preference is
manifest in the form cf greater opportunity for advancement,
a less demanding work atmosphere, more organizational
support, and better pay. Freguently cited examples include
the relatively greater number of higher grades in the
contract shops as well as the relief that performance evalu-
ations are generally better. Almost without exception,
small purchase personnel see no comparable systemic effort
to recognize small purchase as a professional discipline.
The final group cf consistent responses relates to the
atmosphere in the snail purchase shop itself. It is not
uncommon for buyers to characterize their work environment
as sinilar to that in an industrial "sweat shop." This
seems to derive primarily from the work loads coupled with
the ccnjlexity and changeability of task assignments,
finally, respondents often mentioned the lack of formal and
infornal recognition for superior performance, and the lack
cf needed training adninistered by the commands.
E. TEE fBACTICAI EEIICTS
The practical effects of this professional neglect of
the personnel engaged in the snail purchase function are
likewise readily aj:j:arent from the responses of those
involved. There exists considerable confusion at all levels
about the nature of 1105/11C6 responsibility / especially
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where tasks appear sinilar to those assigned to perscnnel in
the 1102 series. Ccrsegue ntly, it is quite common, rased
upon the researchers 1 observations, to find small purchase
personnel working in areas that snould properly he assigned
to contracting personnel in the 1102 series, and vice versa.
A second manifestation, clearly recognized by managers
at all levels in procurement administration, is the high
turnover rate among small purchase personnel. Experience
appears tc establish the organizational life expectancy of
the trightest small purchase performers at about three
years. After that, they move into contracting jots in the
1102 series, or positions in ether sectors of Government and
civilian endeavor. This would not be particularly
disturbing if it represented genuine career progression and
resulted in a superior work fcrce overall. However, the
researchers' research clearly suggests that such moves are
usually motivated by a desire for higher pay and less
intense work, rather than any real interest in the field of
contracting as a career.
An even more revealing and potentially more damaging
"attitude" problem surfaced in the researchers' observatiens
and interviews at many activities. The researchers clearly
noticed an air of deep cynicism on the part of many buyers
concerning a variety of aspects of job and organizaticn.
Interview responses seem to indicate that this is primarily
the result of a perceived disparity between a buyer's own
desire for professional status and actual organizational
treatment, commonly characterized as non-professional. This
cynicism, in turn, has engendered an underlying meed cf
hopelessness manifest in freguent complaints about never-
diminishing work loads, minimal opportunities for advance-
ment, and a lack of individual recognition.
Many ether practical effects of the general deficiency
cf professional development were noted in the researchers'
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intervieus. Two of these, particularly, tear noting here.
Frrst, there appears to be a common reluctance on the part
cf buyer-level 1105s and 1106s to accept supervisory respon-
sibility. Intervieh responses indicate that this signifi-
cant step in career development is avoided as a result of
the view that such responsibility means little more than
additional work. Secondly, the researchers were discayed to
find that, on the whole, the morale in most small purchase
shops is dismally lew. Each of the previously presented
professional deficiencies has contributed, to one degree or
another, to this situation. It is further apparent, from
the researchers' interviews cf those in management posi-
tions, that the true extent of this decline in morale is not
generally recognized.
finally, and perhaps most critically from the standpoint
cf what the researchers hope to accomplish, the researchers
observed that many cf the factors discussed may have oper-
ated to lessen the incentive of the average small purchase
buyer to learn and improve job skills. This element of
buyer attitude, alcre, appears to nave had a decidedly
negative impact upon existing efforts to conduct training at
all activities that were observed. Again, any connection
that nay exist between general deficiencies in professional
development at the activity level and learning attitude
appears to have escaped those responsible for training-
design at all levels cf the procurement effort.
I. 1ASK GECOP BZCOflKIHDATICNS
Cnce Task Perce 6 had completed its primary task of
developing an effective career development program for the
1102 series, it turned its attention to general recommenda-
tions concerning the small purchase series. In early March
cf 1S84, the Task Group issued "Task Group 6 Report on Small
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Purchase Personnel Career Management," and presented the
report to the Executive Committee on federal Procurement
Eefom en March 12th [fief- 33]. While essentially a
proposed policy statement, the report did recommend that the
executive agencies perform the following tasks [fief- 34],
[fief. 352 •
1. levelop comprehensive plans for employing, prelecting
and trairing small purchase specialists.
2. Establish career development plans for small
purchase specialists to include definitized criteria and a
certification progran.
3. Establish fcimal "career bridging" mechanisms that
enhance 110- transition to 1102.
4. Develop an interagency program for comprehensive
training in small purchase techniques.
5. Eevise and rewrite the GS-1105 and GS-1106 classifi-
cation and gualification standards.
6. Establish an interagency worK group to define:
a. Specific weaknesses.
r. Necessarj skills.
c- Training and experience goals.
d. Guidelines for demonstrating proficiency.
Essentially, the Task Force report reflects what the
researchers believe may be appropriate goals for any ccirpre-
hensive and coordinated career development program for small
purchase personnel. Research conducted for this report
indicates widespread interest in accomplishment of the
following specific otjectives;
1. Overcome performance guality and productivity prob-
lems .
2. Reduce small purchase related fraud, waste, and
abuse.
3. Provide for an orderly and predictable transition
from 1105/1106 series to the 1102 series.
4. Enhance entry-level hiring practices and stardards.
5. Stimulate a sense of professionalism in the small
purchase cccmunity.
€. Prcvide tinely and usable reference materials to
small purchase personnel in the field.
7- Ersure funding fcr small purchase research and
training
.
8- Clarify areas of professional responsibility and
expertise.
S. Specify stardards for both formal and on-the-job
training for all small purchase personnel.
1C. Conduct at ongoing program of review of small
purchase methods and procedures.
11. Eefine predictable career patterns with visible
perfcrirance and experience nilestones.
12. Promote Government-wide consistency in the field of
small purchase.
G. AC1ICMS ONDEEWAY
As a result of the policy structure established by the
lask Eorce, some constructive actions are already underway
in the area of small purchase career development.
Representatives of the Task Eorce have begun a comprehensive
survey of the small purchase function. The survey, sched-
uled to le completed in the fall of 1984, is designed to be
broad based, systematic, and to solicit views from all
levels of the Federal procurement community. The results of
the survey are intended to serve the following purposes
[Eef. 36] :
1. lo define specific career management goals.
2. lo address specific organizational weaknesses.
5- lo identify specific areas of performance weakness.
4. lo identify specific training reguirements.
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Concurrently , under the sponsorship and guidance cf the
federal Acquisition Institute (FAI) , development has tegun
en a desk guide, workbook, and instructor's manual to be
used as a tasis for training and as a reference fcr small
purchase personnel [ Eef . 37]. This package is scheduled for
completion rear the end of calendar year 1984, and is teing
designed fcr interagency use based upon Government-wide
procurement concepts. Individual agencies will be encour-
aged tc supplement tie material in order to highlight unicue
problens and concerns.
Finally, discussions are currently underway with the
Cffice of Personnel Management (OPM) concerning the revision
cf classification and qualification standards for the 1105
and 1106 series £Bef. 38]. Similar revisions have been
completed fcr the 1102 series, and it is expected that clear
delineation of series responsibilities will scon be
forth coning.
H. ElfCCSSION AND ANALYSIS
Ihe importance of a competent small purchase work fonce
cannot be overemphasized. Small purchase, as a function,
has a tremendous impact on operational readiness. Ihe vast
majority of mission-essential supplies and services not
available through Government sources are obtained through
small purchase. The relative autonomy and low visibility of
the small purchase buyer signal high potential for fraud,
waste, and abuse. £nall purchase shops have, over the past
three years, provided in excess of 5d% of the entry-level
personnel in the 1 1 C 2 series [fief. 39]. This percentage
will undoubtedly rise as the level and quality of training
increase in the small purchase shops. Because of the lange
number of actions generated in the area of small purchase,
the potential for adninistr ative cost savings as a result of
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increased buyer proficiency is tremendous. Indeed, perform-
ance impro vemen t maj be more closely related to actual
dollar savings in snail purchase than in any other single
area ci procurement.
The efforts of lask Group 6 have placed the Federal
Goverrirent well on the road toward achieving a number of
important objectives in the struggle to improve small
purchase procurement. Chief among these may he:
1. A realization of the importance of the small
purchase function and its personnel.
2. A clear definition and segregation of authority and
responsibility in the procurement work force.
2. Establishment of real opportunities for career and
perscral development at all levels of Government procurement
in general, and small purchase procurement in particular.
4. A renewed sense of professionalism in the small
purchase community.
5. The institution of adequate programs for ongoing
training and evaluaticn of small purchase personnel.
6~ Uniformity and consistency in the performance of
small purchase prccurement throughout the Federal
Government.
While it is extremely encouraging to note the progress
being made in the area of small purchase career develcpment
reform, the researciers must note some substantial concerns
that naj also need tc be addressed. First, research indi-
cates that there are those personnel who will be contert to
remain in the 1105 and 1106 series, and do not aspire to
cross the career "bridge" to the 1102 series. There appears
to be a lack of orgarized encouragement and support at all
levels fcr this career choice. Further, interviews reveal a
perceived lack of relevant training and professional treat-
ment fcr these career small purchase personnel.
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lie researchers' final concern is that each cf the
emerging enhancement s to career development in small
purchase he translated into reality at the operational
level. Kcrk loads often will not, without adjustment,
permit the required levels of training. Evaluation criteria
for snail purchase personnel, as mentioned earlier, are not
always consistent with the established career development
parameters. Additionally , manning levels are generally ret
adequate to pernit concentration on appropriate
responsibilities.
i. suflflaBi
Relatively recent Congressional and Executive initia-
tives, then, have hegun tc explore possible weaknesses in
professional development programs for small purchase
personnel. Surveys now underlay are intended to produce
data that may h>e utilized to establish formal career
pattens and training programs. General goals and policy
objectives have been specified, and some preliminary actiens
have teen undertaken.
Ihe researchers' interviews reveal a current ccicern on
the part cf small purchase professionals regarding the
guality cf professional development. A numher cf specific
areas have heen addressed in this chapter. Responses indi-
cate a perceived connection tetween weaknesses in profes-
sional development aid the effectiveness of any proposed
small purchase training program.
lc this end, it nest be noted that weaknesses in profes-
sional development ma\ be only one of two classes of impedi-
ments tc the implementation of effective training for small
purchase personnel. The second class appears to consist of
perceived deficiencies in the organizational structures and
practices of individual commands. The next chapter will
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examine tiese perceived organizational deficiencies in
detail.
H3
IV. QRGiNIZJlIONAL S1ROC TOR E AND PRACTICES
A. ISlICrOCTION
Just as weaknesses in snail purchase career development
cay be negatively influencing attitudes toward training and
professional improvement, perceived deficiencies in organi-
2aticral structure at the activity level may be having the
same kind cf impact. This structure defines the working
atmosphere within which any training program would be
conducted, and are cf great concern to nuyers and supervi-
sory personnel alike. It is recognized that each activity
struggles with its cwn unigue set of problems and solution
constraints. Recent Contract Management Reviews and inter-
view responses indicate, however, that certain clearly
defined areas emerge time after time.
Reported performance and training deficiencies in these
areas appear to result from the relative position cf the
small purchase function within the contracting organization,
and frcn the administration of the small purchase unit
itself. Issues encountered range from technical competency
to mere subjective considerations, such as attitude. It is
the researchers' opinion that most of these organizational
weaknesses may be addressed with little disruption cf work
flow. £cme, however, appear to reguire a reevaluaticn of
organizat icnal policy at various levels and a redefinition
cf the snail purchase function.
In this Chapter, the researchers will examine each of
these areas in turn. The presentation will focus en the
potential impact upon small purchase personnel and training.
finally, for each area, the researchers will identify
possible solutions.
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E- SIEAEATION OP PECIESSIONA1 SERIES
In the previous Chapter, the blurring cf proper distinc-
tions between procurement series was related to outdated
classification standards and inaccurate position descrip-
tions £Eef. 40]- The results of this apparent confusion are
most clearly seen at the activity level. In the contracting
activities that the researchers visited or otherwise inter-
viewed/ twc manifestations were common. First, as indi-
cated, small purchase personnel in the 1105 and 1106 series
were cften performing tasks normally the responsibility of
1102 personnel. This was especially true in smaller activi-
ties. In addition, tihere 1105s and 1106s were both present
in the same organization, they were usually indistinguish-
able in task assignment.
In this situation, solutions are merely the extension of
current efforts at the Federal level as previously described
[Eef. 41 I, £Eef. 42]. Individual position descriptions must
be rewritten in accordance with the recently revised 1 102
qualification standards and the pending revisions for 11C5s
and 11C6s. Specific attention must be paid by managers and
supervisors to assigning responsibilities in line with these
revised position descriptions. Finally, critical evaluation
elements mist be reviewed tc ensure tnat they relate to
appropriate task assignments.
C. CEGaNIZATION OF TEE BUYING FUNCTION
The buying function in small purchase shops has teen
divided by various activities in a number of different ways.
In the course of research, instances were noted of buyers
divided by commodity, by perceived level of difficulty of
the action or buy, by geographic location of venders and
suppliers, by major customer, and by combinations cf these
forms. There are most certainly other methods employed
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elsewhere, particularly by organizations with more special-
ized responsibilities. It is not clear ic many instances,
however, whether tiese schemes have been utilized as a
result of proven ef iectiveness, or wnether they have teen
perpetuated from one lccal administration tc another through
time. In other instances, this organizational facet is
being constantly chanced on the basis of changing adminis-
traticn preferences.
Euyers perceive some decidedly negative effects
resultinc from this inconsistent application. Ihey have
expressed a sense of confusion when familiar systems are
constantly changed. Organization by level of action diffi-
culty appears, both from interviews and observation, to
present a number of potential problems. First, it may
effectively deny grcwth opportunities to less experienced
buyers. Also, it nay render proper rotation of solicita-
tions and tlanket purchase order (BPA) calls much more
difficult, as commodities overlap witnout an effective
system cf communication or cross-check available in most
activities. Some systems appear to make it extremely diffi-
cult tc rotate buyers to broaden experience. The buyer's
ability to become faniliar with vendors and products may be
hindered by some of the existing forms.
Seme basic solutions readily suggest themselves under
these circumstances. Each cf these solutions, however, must
te flexibly viewed in order to account for unigue manning
and customer service regui rements. First, each activity
should reexamine its buyer assignment policy, to include the
following considerations:
1. Effective utilization of existing expertise.
2. Effective training through assignment rotation.
5. Personnel development through exposure to assign-
ments of varying levels of difficulty.
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4. Maximum opportunity for buyer familiarity with
sources and products.
Euyers interviewed indicated the highest degree of
satisfaction with organization by commodity. Such a classi-
fication scheme does appear to realize ail relevant consid-
erations. It is likely that increased use of data
processing equipment would ease the acute problems of ccmiu-
nicaticns between buyers, and render many of the ether
metheds more effective.
I. BIIEIZXCZ MAIEBIAIS AND PUBLICATIONS
Ccntnact Management Review (CMS) discrepancy reports
repeatedly cite the absence cf up-to-date publications and
reference iraterial in many small purchase shops, especially
in the snaller and mere remote activities. Even though the
Federal Acquisition regulations (FAS) and the associated
lepartment cf Defense FAR Supplement (DOD FAR SUPP) became
effective as of April 1, 1984, many activities contacted do
not have sufficient copies of these vital publications to
serve buyer needs. At nearly every activity, there appeared
to be very little guidance available to buyers on the use of
the FAR and DOD FARSCPP. NAVSUP P-467, the primary refer-
ence cf snail purchase for many years, has been superceded
by the FAR, and yet buyers commonly report that no guidance
has teen given froii any level concerning its immediate
status.
Scluticns to these problems range from the simple to the
complex. Many activities may avoid recurring CMB discrepan-
cies by sinply ensuring that an adequate number of the
proper publications and reference materials are available to
small purchase personnel. This should definitely include
the forthcoming FAI reference materials mentioned in Chapter
III [Eef. 43]o Dedicated training in FAR and DOE PAR SUPP
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utilization should he required for ail small purchase super-
visors and personnel {although this subject will net be
addressed in this work) . Most importantly, NAVSUP should
take the lead in development and promulgation of a clear
policy regarding proper reference sources for small purchase
luyers under FAB.
E. CU5BZNT LEGISLATJCN, REGULATION, AND INSTRUCTION
Another significant buyer complaint concerns the diffi-
culty experienced in keeping abreast of emerging legisla-
tion, regulation, and instruction pertaining to small
purchase- It is reported that copies of this kind of
material are often net availatle to the individual tuyers.
fihen jraterial is available, it appears that it is often
difficult to understand and seldom interpreted and summa-
rized for the convenience of user personnel. Buyers
complain that the relevance of available material to
specific buyer tasks is not always made understandable.
The researchers contend that this situation may repre-
sent a critical weakness in the structure of organizational
support for most small purchase personnel. The researchers
suggest that NAVSUP take the lead in developing a prcgram to
gather, prepare, and distribute regular summaries of the
latest legislation and regulation applicable to small
purchase. Supervisors at individual activities should
ensure, as a matter of regular review, that each buyer irain-
tains a file of relevant legislation and other pertinent
guidance. Also, managers and supervisors should he tasked
to conduct local training on a regular basis to encourage
familiarity with the practical requirements applicatle to
tuyers.
U£
J. CEGASIZATIONAL GC&LS AND PRIORITIES
As iE any healthy organization, the goals and objectives
cf procurement activities are constantly being reevaluated
and refined in order tc accomplish the stated mission. This
has been especially true in recent years as a result of
increased public and political attention. Unfortunately,
the research indicates that the operative goals and priori-
ties cf individual activities are often not clearly articu-
lated and communicated to small purchase personnel. The
following kinds cf ccrcerns have been the focus of organiza-
tional emphasis at rearly every activity at one time or
another:
1. Procurement Administrative Lead Time (PALT) , cr seme
ether neasure of transaction processing speed.
2. Competition percentages.
2. lotal document numbers processed.
4. Achievement cf soci c-economic goals.
Mary tines these shifts are ordained by higher authority
in response to pressures at higher levels. Often, however,
they appear to represent changing concerns at the activity
level. In any case, buyers frequently report that the
commuricaticn of current areas of emphasis to the tuyer
level is not generally timely, and is not always reinforced
through local instruction and training. Further, they
complain that goals ard priorities are not always reflected
in the evaluation systems applied to the individual tuyers.
Clear and immediate communication of changing gcals and
priorities should re a key element of policy at every
procurement activity. Each should develop a written pclicy
statement concerning the particular goals and objectives of
the snail purchase function, and see that this statement is
clearly and regularly communicated to all personnel.
Performance evaluations of small purchase personnel should
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te clearly and directly related to achievement of these
goals ar.d objectives. Every attempt should be made to
achieve stability in this goal structure. It would seem
desireatle, though net always practical, to limit changes to
those accompanying mission revisions only. At least, each
activity should attempt to avoid those alterations driven by
transitory needs or temporary concerns.
G. IE£ECE«ANCE APPBilSAl SYSTEMS
The perceived inadeguacy of current performance
appraisal systems for small purchase personnel is a defi-
ciency apparently recognized by authorities at all levels.
Current systems do net, these interviewed contend, clearly
reflect tie perf cr marce or abilities of buyers or supervi-
sors. In fact, a review of current literature indicates
that attention has teen directed primarily toward methods of
efficiency aeasuremect rather than consideration of relating
those measurements tc formal evaluation criteria.
Each buyer interviewed indicated a belief that evalua-
tion fcas heavily based upon the volume of actions processed.
Each felt that such systems did not adeguately reflect vari-
ations in task nature and complexity. The result, buyers
seem to feel, is ar incomplete picture of the quality and
expertise cf personnel (both in a positive and negative
sense). Inadeguacy cf performance appraisal appears tc te a
major contributor tc the "sweatshop" perception mentioned
earlier.
It is the researchers' opinion that expert management
assistance at the highest levels is required to solve this
problem. Specifically, the researchers telieve that a
"two-pronged" evaluation standard must be developed to apply
to all small purchase personnel. The first element in such
a standard would consist cf a rating of the overall task
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complexity cr difficulty assigned to the individual buyer.
Ihe second element would te an evaluative rating of the
actual performarce c± the buyer. Volume considerations
could still be factored in, tut should te weighted to
reflect the types of tasks being performed. The researchers
suggest that NAVSUP attempt to take a leading role in the
development of a basic performance appraisal system for
field level activities. Such a system should be flexible,
within specific paraneters, to meet the unigue needs of
those activities-
B. BICCGNIIION
Ihe hunan need for reccgnition and positive reinforce-
ment is a fundamental concept in the behavioral sciences.
According to many snail purchase personnel to whom the
researchers spoke, however, this concept is not always
incorporated into practice. Routine recognition of superior
performance is cfter irregular or non-existent. In fact,
many buyers and supervisors consider this a particularly
sore point. Cften, existing recognition attempts are
perceived tc be insircere or politically motivated.
In this area, suggestions from the buyers thenselves
ranged frcm cash awards and promotions to media recognition.
Ihe researchers contend that specific forms of recognition
are net the critical issue. Bealizing that there are clear
limits en the options available in this area, the
researchers suggest that each activity develop a fcriral
recocciticn program and use it. Recognition criteria should
he clearly communicated to all small purchase personnel.
Additionally, the researchers suggest that NAVSUP sponsor a





Even with the blessings of simplified purchasing proce-
dures, small purchase buyers generate a tremendous vclune of
paper work. Given the time sensitive nature of most
actions, it would seem imperative that small purchase buyers
receive adeguate clerical support. Buyers and supervisors
report that this is ret the case in many activities, espe-
cially ttose with large procurement organizations.
Most organizational plans that the researchers observed
provide a single typing pocl for the contracting ard small
purchase functions. In general, these pools appear to
contain an insufficiect number of typists to meet all needs.
Where wcrk crder is determined by the typists themselves, it
is perceived by buyers that contracting paper work cf ten
takes precedence over that cf small purchase. Buyers
relieve that this is because contracting jobs are more
interesting, involve more money, receive more maragement
attenticr, and are less tedious.
lie troblem of clerical support would not merit mention
except that it appears to impact so dramatically upon
observed buyer perforaance. Eelays in purchase action can,
in many cases, be traced directly to delays in the clerical
function. These delays have run as long as 10 days, with
clerical backlogs of as many as 800 documents reported
£Ref. 44^. Such clerical limitations directly increase PALI
and negatively influence other performance measures. Buyers
suggest that they axe not easily convinced cf the desire-
ability cf additional training when they are not getting
this simple form of ciganiz aticnal support for the wcrk that
they are currently dcing.
Where possible, activities should establish separate
typing peels for small purchase. Such an organizational
distirction may encotrage closer contact between typists and
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tuyere, and aid in the early resolution of problems. Small
purchase supervisors would also find it easier tc review
work and screen priorities in the pool. Clerical personnel
also benefit by increased opportunity to become familiar
with the unique needs of small purchase. Alternatives would
be to dedicate specific personnel in common pools tc small
purchase, or tc establish seme form of work scheduling
system that does net discriminate against any functional
area cf procurement.
J. SOPESVISORY SUPPCE1
Ihe volume and variety of small purchase tasks, together
with the the range of personnel capabilities, appear tc make
effective supervisici essential to the mission cf small
purchase. It should be noted that the researchers did, in
the ccurse of observations and interviews, encounter a
number cf competent supervisors. The research reveals,
however, a number cf essertial management functions that
many small purchase supervisors do not seem to perform, or
perfcra enly to a limited degree.
Although the ultimate responsibility for the disposition
of individual actions rests with the buyer, interviews indi-
cate that there are a number of screening actions that
should be performed by the supervisor to ensure the most
effective utilization of time and talent. Incoming purchase
requests shculd be screened for assignment to the appro-
priate buyer. Priorities should be screened to assist
buyers ir ordering their work and to prevent abuse of the
priority system. Where buyers need assistance, purchase
descriptions shculd be screened to determine adeguacy.
fchere activities provide walk-through small purchase
service, walk-throughs must be screened to prevent pressure
en buyers engaged ir more urgent work. Screening, as a
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generic activity, appears to te essential to supervisors as
a means cf keeping track of the flow of effort in the shop.
Supervisors, in any organization, provide the essential
link tetween upper levels cf management and those actually
performing the task- The researchers observe that it is no
less true in the small purchase environment- Buyers desire
that supervisors take an active role in recognizing the
achievements of individual buyers, and soliciting organiza-
tional recognition. Ihey should take the lead in supporting
the efforts of small purchase personnel, both within and
without the activity. A competent supervisor shculc be
easily accessible in order tc provide technical cr ether
assistance. Supervisors should be able to identify indi-
vidual areas of need, and should be a vital part cf small
purchase training.
At least two ether organizational weaknesses that the
researchers have observed appear to relate to the guality cf
supervision. First, buyers relate that supervisors often
fail tc ensure that personnel have relevant publications,
regulaticns, and instructions. Further, it is reported that
buyers often are not trained in their meaning and applica-
tion. Second, the researchers observe that more substantial
attempts tc minimize the recurring aspects of tasks and
redurdant requirements for information could begin at the
supervisory level. These attempts may consist of designs
for lecal forms that assist tuyers in the performance of
routine jobs.
Ihere are no easy answers to the question of supervisor
competence. The researchers suggest only that an expanded
view cf the nature of supervisory responsibility, including
elements herein noted, be adopted at all levels. Selection
and evaluation of supervisory personnel should then be
grounded in this expanded view. Training, both in general
management skills and in all aspects of small purchase, nay
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also be valuable. Attention to the specific subject areas
in the next Chapter would familiarize supervisors with
training deficiencies currently found in the field. To
complete the circle, formal channels for buyer feedrack to
supervisors should be established and their use encouraged.
£uch mechanisms shculd permit evaluation cf supervisory
effectiveness in a constructive, non-personal manner.
R. COMMUNICATIONS
Effective communication may be the lifeblccd cf the
small purchase organization. A free flow of information,
roth inside and outside the activity, appears necessary in
crder to accurately determine and satisfy customer needs.
This informational flew may also be critical to the process
cf self-evaluation and performance improvement. Many small
purchase or canizations # however, appear to be seriously
hampered by weak internal and external communica tiens
systems and practices.
Internally, feedrack frcm supervisory personnel tc indi-
vidual ruyers is often reported to be irregular and non-
constructive in nature. In several instances that the
researchers observed, the relationship seemed almost adver-
sative in nature. Ir many others, communication often took
the form cf criticism of varying strengths. Buyers complain
that CME discrepancies and other review findings are not
translated into specific goals and areas of concern that
huyers can understand. Memoranda and instructions are often
promulgated in language that is difficult to understand by
those expected tc be bound by their content. There is often
little sharing of good ideas and innovative techniques
withir snail purchase shops.
Externally, the researchers observe that buyers gener-
ally have little, if any, personal contact with those peocle
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above and telow them in the snail purchase pipeline. They
often dc not know vendors and their products iirst hand, nor
have the}' ever met face to face with representatives cf key
customers. The researchers observed at least one example of
total dependence upcn an unreliable medium of communication
ty a large small purchase operation £Ref. 45]. In this
instance, the snail purchase function virtually cane tc a
standstill for a substantial period as a result of disabled
telex facilities.
Euyers appear to feel that a crucial aspect of ccmmuni-
caticns, frcm the standpoint cf small purchase training, is
superviscry awareness of individual buyer capabilities and
weaknesses. This may determine the supervisor's assessment
cf the level of instructional comprehension and need, and
consequently influences the design and presentation of
training material. Supervisors may also take the lead in
encouraging the submission cf useful ideas and innovations,
and assist in making these available throughout the
organizaticn.
Several solutions appropriate to these situations have
teen suggested previously in relation to other problems.
These include the development and encouraged use of fcrirai
feedtack nechanisms. These mechanisms should permit regular
and ccnstructive interaction of buyers and supervisors, and
should be monitored by the activity for effectiveness.
Activities should develop specific and easily understood
action £lans, including individual buyer goals, as a result
cf anj review or inspection cf tne small purchase function.
Such reviews are supposed to stimulate improvement on the
part cf the organizaticn, and this can only be acccnj listed
if buyers understand the results and expected individual
improvements.
Seme very creative and effective efforts have teen made
ty various activities to break down the tarriers isolating
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buyers ficm both customers and vendors. Two ox the mcst
universally useful, the researchers feel, are "vendor days"
and neetings between buyers and principal customers
[Ref. 46^- ln tne fcrmer, available vendors are scheduled
to make personal visits to the activity, bringing samples of
their primary products. Buyers get a chance to see the
faces and handle the products that they deal with cc a day-
to-daj fasis, apparertly resulting in increased confidence
and buyer satisfaction. Activity sponsored meetings between
buyers and thier principal contacts at major customer activ-
ities seems to go a long way toward eliminating future
confusion, aisunderstanding , and ill feeling. Both cf these
practices/ in addition, appear to foster the "team" attitude
so necessary in any service organization.
I. SERVICE ATTITUDE
Snail purchase buyers who have an understanding cf the
vital service that they perform, and who desire tc prcvide
that service under all circumstances, report that they will
not hesitate to seek out and absorb additional training.
Eased upcn a sense of the prevailing attitudes in the activ-
ities that the reseaichers observed, much needs to te dene
to encourage and maintain an overall "service-criented"
attitude in small purchase sheps. Evils that may be encoun-
tered include, but are not limited to, total buyer dedica-
tion to the problems cf vendors, treatment of custcirers as
annoyances, and consideration cf action requests as anything
ether than opportunities to serve.
This is another problem area that is not easily grasped,
let alone eliminated. lack of service attitude, however,
appears tc be the single greatest impediment to training,
and sc must be dealt *ith. Managers and supervisors must be
extrenely sensitive to manifestations of buyer attitude.
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Activities should regularly solicit formal and infernal
feedback from all customers regarding impressions of buyers.
As an additional tocl, the researchers strongly suggest that
each activity publish and support a policy statement on
service. An example of such a statement already in use by
several activities is included as Appendix A. Regular
performance evaluations should, likewise, reflect the
tuyere performance in this regard.
fi. ISAIKING
In order to propese a rase line curriculum fcr small
purchase training, it was necessary to examine and evaluate
the content and effectiveness of current efforts in the
area. Without exception, those to whom tne researchers
spoke at every organizational level agreed that the tcpic of
small purchase training desperately needed critical revalu-
ation. Just as Task Force 6 had suggested, the common
perception is that current training in small purchase is
woefully inadequate. The following common causes cf this
inadequacy are cited by buyers and supervisors:
1. Insufficient time is allocated to training because
cf operational wcrk leads.
2. Formal instruction for small purchase is generally
combined with that fcr contracting personnel.
3. Training is seldom directed to the particular prob-
lems cf an activity.
4. Iraining seldom addresses emerging specialty issues,
such as Automated lata Processing (ADP) buying under
expanded ttresholds.
5. Training materials are usually unsuitable reference
nater ials.
6. Nc specific training exists for small purchase
super risers.
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7. draining materials are often outdated, and are
difficult tc comprehend and use.
8. No attempt is made to relate small purchase tc the
overall government prccurement effort. Buyers do not know
why they must do the things they are trained to do.
At this time, most small purchase training in the LCD is
rased upcn a segment of the entry- level procurement ccurse
develcped and taught by the Army at Ft. Lee, Virginia
[fief. 47]. As taught, small purchase peculiar material
constitutes a four-hcur segment of the course. Most locally
develcped training programs are derivatives of the fcur-cay
correspondence versicr also developed at Ft. Lee. As nearly
as the researchers could determine, nearly 20$ cf the
perscrnel currently working in Navy small purchase shcps
have ret had this training [fief. 48 J- At this time, there
is nc program for supplementation of this basic package
[fief. 49]. Follcw-on training, where it occurs, consists of
reapplying this same entry-level material. Prevailing
cpinicr indicates that this material is not in a format
useable en a day-to-day basis by buyers in the field. This
is further corroborated by the profusion of local deriva-
tives, each attempting to render the training more timely
and relevant. Even where attempted, the researchers found
that training was irregular and incomplete.
Potential soluticns to this urgent problem are the major
thrust of this work. It is the researchers' opinion that
significant progress may be made by better utilization of
existing sources of training coupled with the immediate
development of a fellow on or refresher ccurse designed
specifically to address existing problems. First, it is
essential that activities ensure tnat all small purchase
personnel attend some approved fcrm of the basic course. A
formal refresher program should be administered by each
activity on a regular basis. Such a program should, at a
minimum, consist of the following:
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1. A specific list of topics relevant to the efforts of
the individual activity, developed jointly by buyers and
managers.
2. Modularized training material specifically designed
for snail purchase refresher training.
3. Supplemental material designed by the administering
activity.
*l . Specialized training for small purchase supervisory
personnel, emphasizing their unigue responsibilities.
5- Dedicated tiaining time according to a previously
publicized schedule.
€. A formal feedback program to assess training effec-
tiveness




3 he apparent organizational weaknesses just discussed
represent real and present concerns of small purchase
personnel. These concerns were revealed not in response to
guesticns regarding organizational structure, but rather in
response to reguests to identify factors that influence
small purchase training. Because of this perceived linx,
these concerns have teen examined here in the barest terms.
Ihe researchers feel that serious consideration must be
given to these specific areas, as well as those that sincere
self-exaaination may provide. Such consideration is deemed
a prereguisite to successful training of any kind. This
consideration must te given, as indicated, both at the
systens command and activity levels.
Id the process of addressing tne apparent deficiencies in
both professional development and organizational structure,
many existing performance discrepancies should likewise be
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cverccire. Other recurring discrepancies, the reseachers
contend, largely reflect weaknesses in current training
cnly. Ihe next Chapter will identify and discuss these
areas .
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V- QVJEVIJi OF PROPOSED TRAINING AREAS
A. IilECLDCTION
In the previous chapters, the professional aiid organiza-
tional environments associated with small purchase have been
examined in some detail. Attention will now be turned to
specific training deficiencies uncovered by research, and
the nature and ccntert of suggested training materials. Ihe
purpose in this effcrt is to identify recurring training
needs new fcund in Na^y small purchase organizations, ard to
establish the outline for a baseline training program to
meet these needs. In subseguent chapters, the researchers
will discuss suggested training format and methodology, as
well as tie estimated costs of training implementation.
In tbis chapter, the presentation will focus en a
strictly United number of areas which exnibit, according to
research data, the greatest frequency cf occurrence,
further, these specific areas were most often identified in
buyer interviews as critical to efficient and effective
small purchase perf ornance. The researchers will attempt to
deal fcitt individual topics in a conceptual way, emphasizing
the need for individual activities to tailor or modify the
material to meet unigue needs. As stated in intrcductcry
remarks, the existence of a level of knowledge consistent
kith basic entry-level training will be assumed. Finally,
every attempt will be made to encourage a sense of profes-
sionalism in these fcho conduct and receive small purchase
training
.
The presentation in this chapter will not attempt to
address every procedural discrepancy or training deficiency
encountered in the literature or research. No attempt is
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aade to deal with au^ sufcject in minute detail. Nc claim is
made cr implied that the perceived deficiencies herein exam-
ined are tc be found in every activity examined.
E. SCOECES OF IHFORCATICN
Written findings and recommendations resulting from
Contract Management Review (CMB) evaluation visits comprise
the priaary source of discrepancy information. These
consist cf:
1. Specific reviews conducted at various levels within
the Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) during 1982 and
1983 £Bef. 50].
2. A NAVSUP Arrual Report of Contracting Maiagement
Eeviews £Bef. 51 ].
5. A NAVSUP Semiannual CMB Report summarizing review
trends [Eef. 52].
4. Iccally prepared lists of standard findirgs and
recomjiencations [Ref. 53].
All information extracted from CMR reports was confirmed
in interviews with field Management personnel at NAvSUP,
Naval Material Command (NAVMAT), as well as those at various
referenced activities. These personnel are responsitle fcr,
among ether things, the administration of the CMR program at
their respective levels. Additionally, small purchase
supervisors and personnel at selected individual activities
were questioned. Finally, representatives of the following
organizations were contacted:
1. Cffice of The Secretary of Defense (OSD)
.
2. lefense logistics Agency (DLA)
.
3. General Services Administration (GSA)
.
4. Federal Acguisition Institute (FAI)
.
5.' Army Logistics Management Center (A1MC) .
6. C. S- Air Force (USAF) .
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West currently applicable literature pertaining tc the
field ox snail purchase was also utilized by the researchers
during the course of investigation. Relevant literature
ranged from the EAR to local training programs grounded in
the Eeferse Basic Snail Purchase Course. Various prcfes-
sional articles and interGcvernmental bulletins and memo-
randa were incorporated as cited.
C. EICUEEING CMB DI SCBEPANCIES
Eased upon a comprehensive review of available CAB.
reports and discrepancy listings, the researchers have found
that the following specific discrepancies are mest
frequently indicated:
1. Inadequate EPA documentation.
2. Improper splitting of requirements.
3. Purchase of public works type services.
4. Open purchase cf material available in the supply
system or on Federal Supply Schedules (FSSj
.
5- Unauthorized commitments (purchase order issued
after tie wcrk has been performed).
6. Absence of purchase request from purchase tiles.
1. lack of subsequent certification of fair and
reasonable prices on unpriced purchase orders.
S- Awards to ncn-resp ensive bidders.
Inproper preparation cf CD form 350.
Inadequate justification of fair and reasonable
Inadequate justification of sole source prccure-
Inadequate documentation of written bids and oral
solicitations.
13. Inadequate justification of awards to other than










1*4- Failure tc regularly review BEAs and cancel where
warrant* d.
15. Non-current clauses and provisions in EEAs and
Purchase Ciders.
16- Inadequate specifications or purchase descriptions.
17. Purchase of proscribed items.
16. Eack-dating cf delivery orders.
1S- Purchase of construction materials and services.
2C. Excessive delays in document preparation.
2 1. Inproper n edification of small purchase purchase
crders.
22. Failure to execute BEAs where justified fcy repeti-
tive crders.
23. Improper docume ntaticn of imprest fund trans-
actors.
24. Failure tc consolidate orders where more econom-
ical .
25. Citation cf incorrect paying office on various
forms
.
26. Inadequate documentation of information contained
en DE Form 1155.
11. Citation of inaccurate or improper accounting data.
2£. Iaproper procurement of personal services.
29. Iaproper procurement of ADP equipment.
30- Failure to solicit adequate competition.
While the list ci individual discrepancies may at first
glance seen foraidalle, discussions with small purchase
ruyers and supervisors indicate a commonly held belief that
these discrepancies result frcm degraded performance in a
smaller numter of rasic areas. It is in these rasic areas
that those interviewed have indicated the greatest desire
for further training. It dees appear to the researchers
that fcllcw-on or refresher training directed toward the
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5- EPA Use and Administration.
U. Purchase Order Use.
5. Documentation.
6. Determination of Fair and Season a tie Price.
7. Competition.
6. Small Business Set Asides and Cther Programs.
S. Accounting lata and Appropriations.
1C. Imprest Fund.
11. AEP Procurement
12, Priori tizaticn of Procurements.
lie remainder of this chapter will be devoted tc an
examination of these tasic subject areas. The presentations
will begin kith a discussion of the specific problems ccted
in each area by small purchase personnel. An analysis of
the primary causes ar.d contributing factors noted in the
interviews will follow. Each section will conclude with a
summary of solutions suggested fcv the researchers, ir conso-
nance with the views of small purchase buyers and
supervisors .
D. SPECIFIC AREAS 01 TRAINING SHORTFALLS
1 * Requirements Extermination
a. Problems
While specification or requirements is normally
the responsibility of the customer organization, small
purchase buyers must actually translate the requirement
statement into a call or purchase action. In order tc make
the translation successful in terms of performance and cost,
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the snail purchase buyer must be able to accurately evaluate
the adequacy of the require nents description. In practice,
however, CMR discrepancy reports indicate that buyers cften
accept requisitions cr other purchase requests that are
deficient in one or mere of the following areas;
(1) Inadequate item description.
(2) Chargeable funds citation.
(3) Certification cf availability of funds.
(4) Delivery address and instructions.
(5) Certification of screening against manda-
tory sources of supply.
(6) Proper priority assignment.
(7) Indication of proper authorization.
In addition to errors in handling these rela-
tively common purchase request deficiencies, interviews
indicate that buyers experience difficulty dealing with the
following situations es well:
(1) Purchase requests which do not accurately
describe the required item (s)
.
(2) Requests for items which are extravagant or
not mission essential.
(3) Item descriptions that are so narrowly
drawn as to preclude meaningful competition.
(4) Requests for unauthorized items.
(5) Requests that do not contain adequate
justification fcr sole source procurement.
t. Causes and Contributing Factors
As has teen proposed by the researchers in an
earlier chapter, effective and efficient ccmmunicat icn is
the lifetlccd of any procurement operation. This appears to
be particularly true in the field of small purchase, where
there exists a broad spectrum of customer needs, customer
expertise, ruyer competence, and urgency of need. Research
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data and observation indicate, however, that poor ccmmur-ica-
tion practices commonly result in the problems described
above. More basically, poor communication denies the small
purchase buyer familiarity with the basic missions and func-
tions cf customer organizations, and with the characteris-
tics of gcods and services utilized by the customer.
Customer ignorance cf small purchase reguirements and
constrairts also results.
A major contributory element, according to
buyers, is inadequacy cf supervisory and management support.
Specifically, supervisors could be more active in estab-
lishing and maintaining screening systems at the supervisor
level. Additionally, their is a perceived lack of upper-
level support for such aggressive buyer actions as;
(1) Returning requisitions or purchase reguests
for clarification or completion when necessary.
(2) Challenging sole source reguests.
(3) Defying procurement of unauthorized or
extravagar. t items.
The remaining major factors have previously been
mentioned in relaticr to weaknesses in a number of areas,
first, ruyers themselves admit, that continued emphasis on
performance rates and other volume measures encourages
cursory examination cf many purchase reguests in the inter-
ests cf time. Finally, buyers also indicate a frustration
with the lack of the organizational resources necessary to
independently verify data included on reguests.
c. Summary cf Solutions
The researchers recommend that refresler
training consist of a detailed review of the information
required in any adeguate purchase request or reguisiticn,
coupled with a discussion of the purposes served by that
inf cma ticn at each rung of the procurement ladder. Buyers
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should fc€ made aware, through example, of the specific prcb-
lems that result wher inf or mation is incomplete or inaccu-
rate. Activities shculd, a number of buyers have suggested,
produce detailed samples of suitable reguest documents mcst
commonly encountered by the buyers at the particular
activity. These samples should include guidance concerning
sole source justification, accounting data, mandatory source
screening, priorities, and evidence of authorization.
Euyers, in the course of interviews, have also expressed a
desire tc possess a comprehensive listing of unauthorized
items and items commcrly reguested which are usually consid-
ered beyond mission need. "Don't buy" lists are currently
scattered throughout various procurement publications, and
appear tc be difficult to locate and use. Finally, the
researchers recommend the development of a local form to
summarize and record actions taken in processing purchase
reguests .
Several important actions may be taken by supervisors and
nanagers to assist tie buyer in reguirements determination.
First, as has been mentioned, activities may arrange buyer
meetings with major vendors and customers. Research indi-
cates that such contact initiates further effective communi-
cation between buyer and vendor and buyer and customer.
Activities should alsc, the researchers believe, do mere to
establish formal screening mechanisms at the supervisor
level to assist buyers with item descriptions, priorities,
sole scurce reguests, and guestionable items.
2 • Optimum Purchase Methods
a. Problems
The prinary methods of small purchase, as
earlier described, are the purchase order, the BPA, and the
imprest fund. The researchers have found that, overall.
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small purchase buyers are quite familiar with each cf these
tools through experience and entry-level training. CMS
discrepaccies continue to indicate, however, that prcrlems
still exist in deteraining the best method to use fcr a
giver requirement. Specifically, the following prcrlems are
reported
;
(1) Small purchase buyers choose purchasing
methods lihich are net the mest economical for particular
transactions.
(2) Activities tend to underutilize both EPAs
and imprest funds.
(3) Small Purchase buyers are not always cogni-
zant cf tie variety cf methods, forms, and thresholds appli-
cable to small purchase.
1. Causes and Contributing Factors
Most of the problems listed above appear, from
the research, to result from the selection of purchase
methecs based upon habit rather than a reasoned considera-
tion cf the advantages of one method over another under the
particular circumstances. This approach is fostered, the
researchers believe, by a failure to understand the tasic
objectives to be achieved in chosing a particular method,
and by a failure to he thoroughly familiar with the condi-
tions appropriate to particular purchasing methods.
finally, supervisors appear to be somewhat lax in screening
and reviewiig the purchase method selections of buyers and
providing constructive feedback and guidance. No periodic
training dealing with proper method selection was noted in
the researchers* interviews and observations.
c. Summary cf Solutions
Suggested training begins with a review cf the
tasic considerations in chosing a purchasing method. Such a
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revie*. should include discussion of tie relative economies
cf tine and effort, the protection offered tcth the
Government and the vendor, the peculiar documentation, and
provisions promoting or denying future flexibility.
Activities nay develcp, perhaps in matrix form, a decision
table tc describe the conditions appropriate to each avail-
able netlod of purchase. Further, the researchers contend,
activities should attempt tc establish ratios cf methods
appropriate to the experience of the activity, and monitor
performance against these ratios. Finally, buyers have
indicated a need for regular exposure to current references
and exanjles of current documentation.
-3 • JI§^iS£ t Purchase Agreements
a. Problems
The operative definition of a blanket purchase
agreement has been cited elsewhere in this work. What nay
not te readily apparent is the tremendous importance of this
procurement tool to the field of small purchase. Properly
executed and administered, BPAs represent substantial
savings in time and dollars for routine procurement
[Rex- 54]. Because cf this pctential, and because EPAs are
encouraged and commcrly used, CMH personnel specifically
examine activity performance in this area during the ccurse
cf the review. The most frequently cited discrepancies
relating tc BPAs provide the basis for refresher trainirg in
this area.
According to available literature and interviews
hith snail purchase supervisors and buyers, the following
basic problems are associated with the administraticn of
EPAs:
(1) BPAs are not established when warranted.
Ihis is primarily a failure tc recognize that repetitive or
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frequent purchase orders issued to the same vendor represent
requir ement £ that ma } more economically tie satisfied with a
EPA.
(2) BPAs are not reviewed on a regular basis.
Periodic reviews shculd le conducted to evaluate the
adequacy of terms, tie currency and completeness of required
clauses, and the continuing necessity for the BPA.
(3) BPAs are not disestablished in a timely
nanner. Buyers must screen active BPAs to determine if
current crders indicate a continued need, and if monetary or
duration licitations have been exceeded.
(4) Calls placed under BPAs are not adequately
documented and reviewed. BPAs are subject to many of the
same regulatory requirements applicable to all other methods
cf prcc urement , and iiust be documented in order to establish
conformance with those requirements. Further, documentation
is essential in the event that litigation results from
performance under a EEA.
(5) An insufficient number of BPAs are created
to ensure adequate competition. The current policy
mandating aaximun; cocpetiticn extends to calls placed under
EPAs. Meaningful ccnpetiticn, and full involvement cf the
availarle business base, cannot be accomplished if EPAs are
issued tc an unrealistically small number of vendors.
(6) BPA calls are not rotated in a manner that
promotes equal vender opportunity. Once an adequate number
of BPAs are established, policy dictates that all listed
venders be given an equal opportunity to compete fcr and
benefit frcn Government procurement dollars.
(7) Individual BPA calls are not jroterly
screened tc determine if requirements are available from
stock or ether Federal Government sources. Mandatory
sources cf supply apj.ly to calls placed under BPAs.
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(8) Original EPAs do not include all required
clauses, cr those clauses are incomplete. Many essential
legal and policy xeguire meets are expressed in these
clauses, and they serve to protect both the vendor and the
Govermert . Under the FAR, many aspects of these clauses
are chanced.
(9) Euyers fail to synopsize BPAs cr indi-
vidual calls when reguired. The existence of a BPA does not
eliminate the requirement to synopsize. The applicable
regulation is included in the FAR £Ref. 55].
r. Causes and Contributing Factors
The research indicates several apparent causes
for these deficiencies. First, small purchase personnel
appear tc he inadeguately trained regarding the full rarge
cf administrative responsibilities associated with EPAs.
Failure to treat the EPA as a dynamic instrument results in
a failure tc review ard document actions associated kith the
EPA once it is established. This narrow focus further nari-
fests itself in a conncn failure to understand the interre-
lationship between the EPA and important policy
considerations, such as competition. Compounding this situ-
ation is a related failure by most buyers to become familiar
with changing legal, administrative, and policy reguirements
as they relate to BPAs.
The research further indicates, however, that
the buyers are not solely responsible for EPA discrepancies.
Individual activities must, it appears from research, assume
the responsibility for a common failure to establish fcrual
EPA review procedures and review schedules. The research-
ers' observations indicate that few activities rigorously
encourage EPA review tc determine adequacy, currency, and
necessity. Likewise, few activities have given guidance to
buyers regarding acceptable methods of EPA call rotation.
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Finally, it appears that the atmosphere and wcrk
load in cost small purchase shops contribute directly tc the
freguert inattention given BPA administration. Interviews
indicate that many buyers dc act appear to give BPA-related
aatters the attention that they deserve. In the jress to
meet efficiency reguiremen ts, call reguirements are not
always adeguately screened, records are not reviewed for
repetitive buys, and inactive EPAs are not scrutinized.
c. Summary cf Solutions
The researchers relieve that any attempt to
conduct training in the area cf 3PAs should begin with an
effort tc define the role of the BPA in the procurement
process. It shculd be clearly related that the purpose of
the EEA is to realize the econcmies of time and effort asso-
ciated with consolidation cf repetitive orders tc cne
vender. I he BPA nay, nevertheless, result in binding
contracts, and must receive the full professional attention
cf the snail purchase buyer. To this end, training should
include a detailed review of the reguirements for establish-
ment, review, maintenance, and disestablishment of BPAs.
Proper document aticn is a crucial element cf the
success cf any procurement action. This is especially true
for EPAs, despite their seemingly routine nature. Ihe
specific documen taticn reguirements for BPAs are contained
in the IAE, and should be presented along with discussion cf
the purposes served fcv each reguirement. This presentation
nay be dene either in conjunction with BPA training or, as
the researchers suggest, as part of a training module dedi-
cated tc the elements of proper documentation icr any
procurement acticn.
As mentioned, the areas of rotation and mainte-
nance of sufficient numbers cf BPAs are consistent sources
cf C£E discrepancies. A comprehensive training course, the
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researchers believe, should contain specific activity
guidance concerning nethods of call rotation and the proper
rumber cf BPAs tc establish in any commodity area.
Additionally, training should contain a review of FAR-based
clauses regtired in EPAs, tc include a list of all such
clauses and conditions for their use.
Small purchase buyers, finally, indicated a
desire to possess a current list of all references
pertairing to BPAs. This list should contain FAF refer-
ences, as well as operative local policy statements.
Additionally, valuable guidance may be found, the
researchers believe, in the Defense Acguisition Regulation
(DAE) and Naval Supply Systems Command Publication 467
(NAVSCP E-467), even though these have been superceded as
regulation by the FAF.
4 . pu r cha se Orders
a. Problems
Purchase orders are the basic tool of small
purchase personnel, and as such their use often results in a
fair runber of significant discrepancies. The use of
delivery orders coupled with purchase orders comprises a
significant portion cf the purchases made by small purchase
personnel. These purchase actions are generally executed
via a EI Form 1155, however they may be transmitted by
written telecommunications, or executed on agency approved
forms such as the Standard Form 44. Purchase orders are a
unilateral offer to a supplier, and therefore are not
binding contracts until the vendor accepts the order. This
nay be acccaplished by shipping the supplies, performing a
significant portion cf the order, or ty written acceptance
cf the order- In general, terms and conditions that are
included in purchase crders are negotiated by the Government
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and the vendor before the purchase order is prepared, and
critter acceptance is therefore not ncrmally requested by
the Government [ Eef - 56].
Purchase crders are the most technically diffi-
cult small purchase documents tc prepare, as each time cne
is issued and accepted it becomes a legally binding
contract. The use cf purchase orders is net conceptually
different frcm contracting in the private sector or from
contracting in the Government above the small purchase
threshold. As these purchases sometimes take a relatively
long tine tc be completed, there is increased oppcrtunity
for medifications or terminations as a result of changing
reguirements or capabilities. Each time a purchase crder is
modified or terminated, it becomes a new contract with all
cf the attendant legal considerations. As purchase crders
are the most complex of the various purchasing vehicles
available to small purchase personnel, it is not surprising
that their use results in a large portion of small purchase
discrepancies. The fcllowing discrepancies are most ccmmonly
cited ty CflEs.
(1) Improper preparation of purchase order cccu-
aents
.
(2) Inadeguate documentation of bids, cral
solicitations, sole source justifications, and fair and
reasonable prices.
(3) Use cf purchase orders to perform unauthor-
ized ratification cf unauthorized commitments.
(4) Non-current clauses and provisions.
(5) Citing incorrect paying offices and ether
financial editing errcrs.
(6) Prccurement of unauthorized supplies or
services
.
(7) Imprcper administration of unpriced purchase
crders.
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The above discrepancies alsc apply in general to
delivery orders, however an additional recurring discrepancy
regarding delivery crders is that they sometimes cite
expired cr incorrect contracts.
r. Causes and Contributing Factors
The primary cause cf discrepancies in the use of
the purchase and delivery crders is that they are the most
complex and time consuming purchasing vehicles available to
small purchase personnel- As such, there are a plethcra of
administrative and legal rules governing their preparation
and use. Purchase orders/delivery orders may be modified or
terminated, hence additional effort and expertise is
required in order to execute these functions croperly.
lurchase orders may also te issued as unpriced purchase
crders, and there are a host cf administrative requirements
that govern the use cf unpriced purchase orders. Befcre the
advent cf the FAB, ard to some extent after the intrcduction
cf the F£B as well, guidance has not been succinct and easy
to lccate. The FAR has several different sections that deal
viith purchase crders, ard as a result small purchase
personnel have a diiiicult time ascertaining exactly what
requirements must be met. The administrative turdens
coupled kith a paucity of training in the proper use of
purchase crders and delivery crders have combined 'to make
their use cne of the most difficult and error prone aspects
cf small purchase.
c. fiecommended Solutions
The primary area of concentration in training
regarding the use of purchase and delivery orders should
focus upcn the legal aspects of these documents, and the
resultant attention to detail that is required. Small
purchase personnel should be trained in the detailed
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procedures of the preparation of purcnase and delivery
orders, with emphasis placed upon each section of the docu-
ment as regards it's importance and effect. Extensive
training should te given in the areas of modifying or termi-
nating these documents, as well as the proper use of
unpriced purchase ciders. As these documents are utilized
for mcst ncn- recurring purchases, particularly those of a
relatively tigh dollar value, it is important to give small
purchase personnel a good conceptual base upon which tc draw
when the} dc utilize these purchasing methods.
5 . Document ati on
a. Problems
Documentation of any procurement action serves
several purposes vital to the overall acguisitior process.
First, documentation preserves the factual setting within
which a procurement took place. This record is essential to
decisions that will te made in future procurements, such as
deternining the fairness and reasonableness of price.
Second, documenta tier serves as a basis of review cf the
performance of the snail purchase buyer. Third, documenta-
tion provides answers to questions asKed during the course
cf external investigations, inspections, and reviews,
finally, documentaticr may serve to justify the actions of a
fuyer ci an activity should legal action result frcm a
procurement decision. In small purchase, this documentation
is no less important than for any area of procurement.
Various CMS discrepancy reports cite the
following as freguently occurring documentation weaknesses:
(1) Purchase files do not contain retained
copies cf all required and optional forms used, or dc not
contain sufficient copies for proper administration.
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(2) Available records do rot always indicate
what has bought and for whoa. This generally means lack of
an accompanying requisition or other requirements dccuirert.
It is the researchers' opinion that CMR personnel are
particularly sensitive to this discrepancy because it indi-
cates the possibility of unauthorized commitment or poten-
tial fraud.
(3) Evidence of competition, when required, is
often missing from tie files- This appears to be frequently
cited when written records of price quotations, especially
from unsuccessful sources, are not retained in the files.
(4) Documentation of attempts to determine the
fairness and reasonableness of price is often missing from
the files. Interviews indicate that this most often results
from an actual failure to conduct an adequate investigation
of price reasonableness. This performance failure, the
researchers believe, can be attributed primarily to an igno-
rance of the kind of information required and where it may
re found.
(5} Documentation of efforts to meet require-
ments through mandatory sources of supply are missing from
the fiJes. Often, research indicates, small purchase buyers
rely en originators to perform the screening furction
withcut crtaining documentation cf their efforts.
(6) Complete documentation of BPA calls suffi-
cient to ensure proper rotation among all eligible venders
is net contained in the files.
(7) Evidence to support sole source procure-
ments is either inadequate or is missing from the files.
t. Causes and Contributing Factors
The fundamental cause of incomplete, inadequate,
cr missiig documentation is, according to observation and
interview, a failure to understand the vital purposes served
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by that dccumen tatici. The "paper work" is viewed as an
unbearable administrative burden rather than as a means to
achieve the goals earlier stated. Performance requirements
and mounting backlogs often cause buyers to opt fen expe-
diency rather than the future protection that proper docu-
mentation may afford. Research also indicates that in a
limited numfcer of instances documentation problems stem fiom
a lack of knowledge ci existing documentation requirements.
Significant contributing factors, supervisors
and buyers are free to admit, are to be found at levels
above that cf the individual bu^er. Supervisors, subject to
many cf the same pressures felt by buyers, often dc not
perform thorough and frequent reviews of buyer documenta-
tion. Finally, according to the researchers' observations,
enly a limited attenjt is being made at most activities to
develop and use local forms to assist in documentation.
c. Summary cf Solutions
An effective small purchase refresher course,
the researchers believe, should begin treatment of documen-
tation with a review cf the specific small purchase cencenns
that require documentation. Specifically, the documentation
requirements related to the following areas should be
clearly developed:
(1) Competitior.
(2) Fair and reasonable pricing.
(3) Mandatory sources of supply.
(4) Snail business and other socio-economic
concerns
oral) .
(5) BPA records and rotation.
(6) General bid solicitation (written and
(7) Sole source justification.
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In additicr to enumeration of the specific docu-
mentation requirements, the researchers relieve it prudent
to familiarize buyers with the purposes served by documenta-
tion, and the protection that may potentially be afforded.
This nay be reinforced by establishment at each activity of
a formal file mainterance program, to include a ccmprehen-
sive checklist, coivenient lccal forms, and training in
their utilization. Finally, as indicated in most areas,
ruyers desire a list of currect references for day-tc-day
use.
€ extermination of Fair aid Reasonable Price
a. Problems
One of tie Jcey tenets of Government procurement
is that the prices paid for supplies and services re fair
and reasonable. In general, this requirement is satisfied by
obtairing adequate cenpetitien, which will id theory result
in fair and reascnable prices. In the absence of competition
however, buyers are required to ensure that prices paid are
in fact fair and reascnable. If there is not adequate compe-
tition, the buyer is required to document the purchase file
with a determination that the price paid for the supplies or
services was fair and reasonable. This can he accomplished
by comparing prices tc those previously paid for the same
material, crtaining catalogue prices, conducting elementary
cost cr price analysis, obtaining price lists, or any ether
logical means of determining price reasonableness. Euyers,
however, are often unclear regarding methods of ascertaining
and documenting fair and reascnatle prices.
Eeviews ty CMR teams and other auditors
frequently cite the following discrepancies regarding fair
and reascnable pricing;
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(1) Buyers frequently fail to document their
deterniraticn that prices paid were fail and reasonable.
(2) In many cases where a determination cf price
reasonableness was in the file, it was weak or inadequate.
lor example, determinations are made based upon a price list
cr catalogue price, tut the price list or catalogue cut was
not in tie file cr otherwise available.
(3) Eeterninati ens of price reasonableness often
cite a previous purchase, yet the previous purchase did not
have any de ter mina ticn of price reasonableness.
(4) Where only one source had been solicited,
the required determination cf price reasonableness was
frequently nissing cr inadeguate.
As a result of the aforementioned discrepancies,
the public and the Congress are becoming increasingly
concerned with Gcverrnent purchasing, particularly in light
cf the derogatory press of late concerning this issue.
t. Causes and Contributing Factors
The fundanental cause of discrepancies regarding
the deterainati en of price reasonableness is that although
small purchase regulations require a determination cf price
reasoEableness, they dc not explain in any great detail how
to deternine if a price is fair and reasonable. Euyers are
also cften under severe stress to meet PALT limitations and
to increase their throughput, so they are reluctant to spend
the time required to ascertain and document that prices are
fair and reasonable. These two factors, coupled with the
uncertainty as to when they are required to make a price
reasonableness deter nination tend to exacerbate the problem
cf missing cr inadequate determinations.
c. Summary cf Solutions
Methods cf determining if prices are fair aid
reasonable should be cne of the most salient aspects cf any
training fcr intermediate level small purchase personnel.
Onlike many other aspects of snail purchase, this determina-
tion requires that small purchase personnel exercise a great
deal cf judgement. In order to expect that these personnel
exercise gocd judgement, it is incumbent upon supervisors
and the small purchase hierarchy to provide the needed
educaticral and tecirical skills upon which to base sound
judgement. Basic analytical tools such as cost and price
analysis and value analysis should be addressed so that
these personnel are adequately equipped to make these deci-
sions. Additionally, ether techniques and methods should be
addressed tc ensure that perscnnel understand the concept of
fair and reasonable pricing as well as the procedure to
assure it. The key to ensuring that price determinatiens
have teen made is thicugh documentation of fries, therefore
small purchase personnel shculd be advised of the impcrtarce
cf documenting their determinations. Proven methods of
satisfying documentation requirements should also fce illus-
trated ard explained. In summary, the key to inprcving
determination of price reasonableness is tc educate
personnel as to the inportance and techniques that comprise
an adecuate determination of price reasonableness.
7 . Ccm petition
a. Problems
Competition is cne of the most visirle and
aisunderstccd aspects of small purchase. As of late, the
lack of cempetitior in small purchase has received an
increasing amount of attention from the public and the
Congress, and as a result the Services have been compelled
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to focus more attention on establishing and meeting ccmpeti-
tive goals for competition in small purchase. Within small
purchase there are several thresholds that govern the ancunt
cf ccnpetition required.
If a procurement action is for less than $1,000,
competitior is not required, although purchases should be
rotated through the tusiness base. If a procurement exceeds
$1,000 tut is less than $5,O0C, buyers are encouraged to
post a notice of the intended procurement in a public place.
Ihey are further reguired to attempt to obtain competitive
tids for the prccurenent in order to ensure that the price
is fair and reasonarle. If the procurement exceeds $5,000
hut is less thac $1C,000, buyers are reguired to pest a
notice of intended piccurement, and are required to ensure
that the procurement is as competitive as possible. All
procurements in the aforementioned range are unilaterally
set-aside for small rusiness [fief. 57], If the procurement
is iii excess of $10,000, the requirements for competition
are essectially the same as for contracting in excess of
$25,0CC- In an attempt to ensure that adequate competition
is solicited, procurements in this range are also reguired
to be syropsized in the Commerce Business Daily. [Eef. 5£]-
Issentially then, ccupetiticD is required for all procure-
ments in excess cf $1,000-
Inspecticrs and audits of small purchase orga-
nizations consistently cite the following recurring discrep-
ancies regarding competition;
(1) Although competition is not explicitly
required for purchases of less than $1,000, buyers are rot
rotating procurements among the qualified business base.
(2) Where buyers are compelled to make non-
competitive procurements, they are not taking acticr to
encourage and promote competition for future purchases of
the same material or services.
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(3) Purchases are often split tc avoid exceeding
the $1,000 threshold requiring competition.
(4) Documentation relative to soliciting compe-
tition is often weak cr non-existent in purchase files.
(5) The percentage of competitive procurements
in snail purchase is consistently below goals that are
considered reasonably attainable.
1. Causes and Contributing Factors
The primary cause for discrepancies in the area
cf competitive procurements is that small purchase personnel
generally lave a lack of understanding concerning the intent
and importance of competition. In many cases, small purchase
personnel are uncertain as regards their responsibility to
ensure that competition is evident in their purchases.
Specifically, buyers often do not utilize the general
concept cf competition within the purview of non-competitive
purchases cf less than $1,000- Small purchases are often
made in a competitive environment, however competitive
efforts are not documented. There are several other factors
that contribute to a cerceived lack of competition in small
purchase
:
(1) Conflicting cr confusing requirements or
direction regarding tie need for competition.
(2) Increased emphasis on competition in small
purchase
.
(3) A general emphasis on throughput and getting
materials and services expeditiously that hinders the
conflicting requirement for competition.
c- Recommended Solutions
The focus of any solution to the protlem cf a
lack cf competition in small purchase should be upon
increasing the awareness of small purchase personnel en the
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rackcrcund and importance of competition. Buyers should be
well versed regarding the irtent of the public and the
Congress ccrcerning competition, and the degree to which
competition statistics are scrutinized by these bodies. In
crder to effect increased competition, succinct guidance
regarding how and when to pursue competition shculc be
prepared, as well as recommended methods of improving the
level of competition for commodities that traditionally
display a lack of competition.
2 • Snail Business and Cth er Soci al Program s
a. Problems
Congressicnally mandated social programs are a
fact cf life that have been emrraced with varying degrees of
anccess by the procnement process. Interviews indicate
that small purchase ruyers are aware of these prograirs and
their impact upon the field of small purchase only in a
general sense. While involvement with small tusiness
programs constitutes the major focus of buyers, weaknesses
have appeared in other areas as well. The researchers*
review cf available CMR documentation indicates the
following chronic picblems associated with small husiness
and cther social prcgiams;
(1) Purchase orders, 3PAs, and imprest fund
purchases which should be issued to small businesses are not
always sc directed. Potential vendors are not ir.fcnmed,
early in the process, of the set-aside status of gualifying
acticns. Euyers fail to keep abreast of the small tusiness
certif icaticn status cf potential vendors. Awards are know-
ingly nade to lange tusinesses.
(2) Euyeis are unfamiliar witn the procedures to
follow when there is no reasonable expectation that two or
nore responsible small tusiness concerns will cfier
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guotaticrs en an action requiring competition, or that one
will respond on an action below the competitive threshold.
(3) Bayers fail to adequately document small
tusrness transactions.
(4) Small purchases are accomplished witneut
regard tc these other potentially relevant socic-eccronic
concerns:
(a) Utilization of labor surplus areas.
(1) Utilization of firms that hire the
handicapped .
(c) Utilization of firms that hire disa-
bled and Viet Nan era veterans.
<d) Buying American-made supplies and
services.
(e) Utilization of firms and products
which prcacte pollution control and energy conservation.
t. Causes and Contributing Factors
Interviews with tuyers and supervisory personnel
indicate a ceneral failure to understand the broad relation-
ship of Government procurement to the achievement of social
and economic goals. The long range benefits to he cttained
from encouraging small, minority, disadvantaged, and envi-
ronmental groups to participate in Government are are not
immediately evident in the environment of small purchase.
Ihis conceptual failure is compounded by a lack of luyer
familiarity with the specific regulations regarding the use
of these resources and the limitations upon their use.
Euyers relate that it is simply easier and faster tc deal
with iarce rusinesses. Also, there appears to be a cemtton
lack of knowledge of the specific areas of socio-economic
emphasis ether than snail business.
As in other identified training areas, supervi-
sory weaknesses appear to contribute to shortcomings in
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small purchase promotion of the various social and eccnonic
programs. The researchers did not observe that buyers were
regularly reviewed specifically to evaluate performance in
this area. Existing training programs dc not appear to
devote sufficient emphasis to topics in this area.
c. Summary cf Solutions
It is suggested by the researchers that training
in this subject area include buyer exposure to tcth the
underlying policy gcals and objectives as well as the
specific enacting regulations. Both the general and func-
tional discussions shculd fccus on the relationship tc the
field of snail purchase and the specific role played by the
small purchase buyer in accomplishing the stated gcals.
Next, buyers should, the researchers believe, be given a
review cf the the mcst commonly encountered small business
provisions in the FAE. This review should include an expla-
nation cf the content of the various clauses freguently
employed. Buyers have also indicated a need to receive
instruction concerning other social and economic programs
that nay aptly to snail purchase actions, and how best to
implement those programs. Finally, buyers desire access to
a topical list of current regulations and other references.
S. Accounting Datj and Appropr ia tions
a- Problems
One of the areas which presents the mcst diffi-
culty to small purchase personnel is that of appropriations
and accounting data. Purchasing personnel are generally
guite faniliar with purchasing rules and regulations, yet
are often lest in regards tc the financial rules and regula-
tions governing croc trement . Purchasing personnel are also
often uncertain as tc the meaning and limitations associated
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with different types of accounting citations. Buyers as a
result, are freguentiy unfamiliar with the types of supplies
and services that car re funded by different appropriations,
and what, if any, justification is required. This uncer-
tainty sometimes results in procurement actions feing
delayed while the buyer obtains clarification regarding the
propriety cf using a particular accounting classification.
In seme instances, this uncertainty may also result i r. the
buyer rejecting the purchase reguest as unauthorized, when
in fact it is a legitimate procurement using the cited
funds .
Another cemmon problem associated with financial
data is that buyers are often bewildered at the end of the
fiscal year concerning when purchases must be made to ensure
that they constitute a valid obligation of funds. This
problem is exacerbated by the plethora of funding dccuierts
and corresponding fund cites that may in some circumstances
authorize funds to he carried over from one year to the
next. Tie line between annual appropriations, multi-year
appropriations , and co-year appropriations is often hazy at
year end, resulting in personnel either rejecting last
minute reguests, or cemmitting violations of Revised Statute
(R.S.) 3€78. Seme cf the freguentiy cited discrepancies in
this area are as follows:
(1) Buyers often do not understand the legal
restrictions placed en different appropriations.
(2) Buyers sometimes make procurements that
result ir a violation of E.S. 3678.
(3) Purchase actions are often delayed while
luyers attempt to determine the propriety of using the funds
cited.
A final problem in the general area of
accounting data and appropriations is that purchasing
perscniel freguentiy cite the incorrect paying office on
purchasing actions that the} execute. Ihese errors result in
an additional effort ty buyers as well as finance personnel
in order tc correct a problem that should not have occurred
at the cutset. It nay also result in late payment of
invoices and the attendant interest costs.
b. Causes and Contributing Factors
The crux of the uncertainty surrounding the
proper use of differing fund cites is that regulations
governing the use of each type of appropriation are crten
vague and difficult to understand. As such, there is a
general lack of understanding about of the major types of
funding that are utilized in the DON. For example, Ship
Conversion, Navy funds are ostensibly for the conversion of
ships and ship's equipment. In selected cases however, these
funds nay be utilized for travel, purchase of investment
type eguipnent, or for the procurement of consumables.
Cther appropriations also have exceptions that allow them to
be utilized for cther than their commonly stated uses.
Unfortunately, financial guidance in this area
is often ambiguous, and even financial personnel may hav€ a
difficult time ascertaining if particular appropriations can
be used for specific purposes. There is not any source of
succinct guidance regarding utilization of different appro-
priations for different purposes, hence uncertainty and
confusion ate freguently the norm. Additionally, fiscal
year end buying pressures and uncertainty regarding the use
and availability of annual , multi-year, and no-year funding
causes confusion and inefficiency at year end.
c. Recommended Soluticns
The solution tc problems regarding appropria-
tions and accounting data is to educate small purchase
personnel in the idiosyncrasies of their intent and use. A
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converiert and definitive guide to the different appropria-
tions and their authorized uses should be compiled. This
reference should include exceptions and specific authoriza-
tions for the use of each appropriation that may he
required, in order tc ensure that a base line of technical
descriptions is available tc personnel in the field. Snail
purchase supervisors also need expertise in this area so
that when problems arise, that are not covered in the
comprehersive reference they can be brought to supervisors
for resolution. liaison must also be made with financial
personnel within the command to ensure that consistent
interpretations are teing made in botn the purchasing shop
and in the financial section regarding the propriety of fund
utilization- Clarification should also be provided to small
purchase personnel regarding their legal responsirilities
relative tc violaticrs of R.S. 3678, and accountability
retween the financial section and the purchasing section
must he established and enforced. Additionally, clear
guidance should be provided at the end of each fiscal year
concerning the cut-off for obligations citing expiring funds
This guidance should also enumerate the conditions under
which expired funds may be utilized to fund contracts in the
succeeding year.
Small purchase personnel should also be given
training regarding their responsibilities in the area of
financial data that routes invoices to the proper paying
office. They must also be advised of the effects of incor-
rectly citing a paying office and the resultant corrective
action required.
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1C- Imp res t Fund
a. Problems
The problems associated with the implementation
cf imprest fund purchase are primarily procedural in nature,
and are largely a result of inadequate attention to
governing regulations. Unlike most of the other areas
covered in this section of the research paper, additional
training is not the cure, rather additional atterticn to
detail appears to be the remedy. The primary area of
training needs regarding the imprest fund is that of
increased utilizaticr of imprest funds by small purchase
personnel, and better docuirentation of existing use.
Imprest funds are the preferred method of small purchase for
items costing less than 1150 (i300 in emergencies)
[Eef. 59^, as they are administratively the least costly
methcd cf making a procurement. The fundamental ccncept
rehind the use cf the imprest fund is that the customer is
authorized to ottain an advance of funds and purchase the
item independent of the purchasing agent. Since the material
is selected, received, and paid for in one transaction,
significant savings accrue to the Government in terms of
effort and paperwork that has been avoided. In many cases
however, snail purchase personnel are reluctant to utilize
the iiprest fund and as a result they increase their vicrk-
load and the cost cf effecting the procurement. On the
ether hand, some small purchase personnel attempt to circum-
vent limitations on the use cf imprest funds by splitting
purchases in order tc reduce them below the imprest fund
dollar threshold. Since the imprest fund involves cash
transactions, there are a plethora of rules governing their
use, and these fairly stringent rules are often violated by
personnel involved in the transaction- Common problems
freguently cited are as follows:
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(1) Imprest funds are used to procure unauthor-
ized supplies and services.
(2) Imprest fund cashiers frequently have cash
in excess cf their authorization or needs.
(3) Purchasing personnel occasionally split
purchases in order to reduce them below the threshold
authorizing use cf the imprest fund.
(4) Some imprest fund cashiers do not have the
required authorization to establish and maintain ar imprest
f und
.
(5) Docuaentat ion of imprest fund purchases is
generally inadequate.
1. Causes and Contributing Factors
The primary cause of deficiencies in imprest
fund management is that small purchase personnel frequently
fail to utilize the imprest fund to the maximum possirle
extent. Additionally, where small purchase personnel do
utilize the imprest fund, they fail to comply with fairly




Small purchase personnel should he convinced of
the perscral advantages that can accrue to then if they
tetter utilize the imprest fund. Particular stress should be
placed en the expected decrease in paperwork on their part,
and the decrease in time reguired on their part to effect a
small purchase of this nature. They should also be advised
of the importance of maintaining adequate documentation of
imprest fund purchases due to the intense scrutiny that
these purchases receive from a fiduciary perspective.
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11. Automated Data P roc essin g (AD P) Procurement
a. Problems
The exparsion ox the small purchase threshold to
325,000 for the Department cf Defense has caused a number of
new types cf material to fall within the jurisdiction of
simplified purchasing procedures. The research indicates
that seme ' cf these lew responsibilities have proved to be
anything but simple. ALP procurement is cited in icterviews
as cne of the most troublesome new areas of small purchase
involvement. In the activities that the researchers
observed, it was not uncommon for one or two selected buyers
to handle all ALP actions. It appears that the average
small purchase buyer is not familiar with the equipment, the
suppliers, the available Federal schedules, and the specific
contractual reguirenents for hardware and software
procurement
.
1. Causes and Contributing Factors
In addition to the basic buyer ignorance cited
above, the volatile environment of data processing contrib-
utes to the difficulties that small purchase buyers face.
The Navy is experiencing a tremendously rapid increase in
the utili2ation of AIP equipment at all levels of customer
activity. Constant technological and application cnanges
virtually demand the undivided attention of anyone involved
in the field. Concurrently, the Federal Government appears
to be exhibiting similar dynamic behavior in the areas of
regulation and assignment of administrative responsibility
for ADE equipment. Finally, managers and supervisors at
most activities have no greater expertise in the area than
the buyers, and so can offer little guidance and support.
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c. Summary cf Solutions
The researchers submit that any training
material developed tc assist buyers in handling ADE trans-
acticrs should be jointly constructed by ADP and small
purchase personnel. Buyers have suggested a desire to
teccme faniliar with the following subjects:
(1) The basic components of ADP systems.
(2) The common functions served by ACE equip-
ment at customer activities.
{3) The unigue legal and regulatory reguire-
aents associated with ADP.
(4) Unigue documentation and documentation
content reguirements.
(5) Sources of ACE eguipment.
(6) ADP terminology.
(7) The nature and components of ADP pricing.
12. Ericri tizaticr of Reguire ment s
a. Problems
A common problem of small purchase is that of
priorities; both within the purchasing section itself, and
fcithir the supply system as a whole. As a result of a
general lack of understanding regarding the use cf priori-
ties within the supply system, small purchase personnel
cften set w crk priorities that are not congruent with these
cf the organization and of their purchasing worklcad. The
researchers observed that small purchase personnel
freguentlv overlooked priorities assigned on purchase
reguests, and instead concentrated on those purchase actiens
that had teen in their backlog trie longest. They also
freguently devoted their attention to walkthrough reguests,
even if they were of a lower priority than work in the gueue
at their wcrkstation.
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r. Causes arc contributing factors
There ace several factors that affect the
perfcrmarce of small purchase personnel in the area of
prioritization of their work. One of the most significant
problems is that supervisors and the organization in
general, dc not perform a satisfactory jot of screening
walkthrough requests. In an apparent effort to provide
responsive service to their customers, small purchase orga-
nizations generally act immediately on walkthrough requests
regardless of their priority. In theory, walkthrough
requests are only made for high priority items, however in
practice they are frequently for items that do not justify a
walkthrough. When small purchase personnel are presented
with these requests, they generally respond to them immedi-
ately, often at the expense of higher priority purchase
actions. Additionally, small purchase personnel oftentimes
do net understand the intent of the priority system,
(Utfi-lIfS) and as a result have a difficult time executing it
as it is designed. The ultimate result is that purchase
acticrs are not made in their relative priority, and high
priority purchase actions of critical importance often
languish while lessen priority purchase actions are being
completed-
c. Recommended solutions
The key to the proper utilization of the
priorit} system is to educate both customers and buyers
regarding the assigrnent and effect of priority ratings.
Small purchase perscnnel must be made aware of the inper-
tance and inpact of priority ratings, and must be motivated
to adhere to those assignments. Supervisors have a heavy
turden in this regard, as they must assist buyers by
screening purchase requests and they must ensure that
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custcaers do not place undue pressure on buyers to give
immediate attention tc their requests. It is also incuntent
upon supervisors to educate their customers regarding the
neaning aid intent of the priority system, and to attempt to
convince customers that it is in the customers hest inter-
ests tc adhere to the priority system.
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VI. EECOMHINDED TRAINING GOIDE FORMAT
A. IKIRCIOCTION
Ire objective cf this section of the research is to
discuss in a general sense, the key elements of a training
guide for small purchase personnel. A study of existing
formal and informal training material in this area has
revealed a distinct lack of consistency, and in some cases a
somewhat haphazard approach to the presentation cf the
training materials. The researchers* aim is to prescribe a
recomirended standard approach to preparation of a small
purchase training guide that will provide consistency in
approach and, most importantly, cover those general areas of
a training guide that are most essential. During the course
cf this research, ere of the most consistent comments of
small purchase personnel and their supervisors was that the
limited amount cf training that was available treated the
subject natter in a fairly cursory manner. They additionally
commented that these materials generally failed to provide
any background into the "whys" and "wherefores" of the
covered areas, resulting in the training material being
little mere than a piccedural iranual, rather than a legiti-
mate training manual. As a result of this research, the
researchers feel that the following concepts must be covered
in seme detail in each area of training that is heing
presented, in order to fully address the training needs of
small purchase personnel in the field.
1. Subject Area
2. Definitions
2. Governing Rules and Regulations
4. Rationale and Reasons for Policies and Procedures
S8
5. Ccmnon Problens and Discrepancies
6. Suggested Solutions
7. Iraining Materials and Recommended Guides
E- SDEJICI AREA
It is recommended that this portion of the training
guide provide a brief introduction to the subject matter to
ensure that it is properly identified. Ihe discussion
should fccus upcn what exactly is being discussed sc that
readers can expeditiously review this section to determine
if tie training is applicable to their particular needs. A
commcr shortcoming that must be avoided is assuming that the
personnel urderstand the concept being discussed, and that
an explanatory introduction is net necessary. If the area
cf discussion is one that is subject to wide inter pretaticn,
it should be developed in fairly precise detail. It is crit-
ical at this juncture to ensure that the focus and applica-
tion cf the subject natter is sguarely upon small purchase
and that it is net upcn a concept that has different inter-
pretations for other types of purchasing. If the sutject is
one that has application to contracting over the $25,000
threshold, it is incumbent upon the person developing the
training to ensure that the scope does not extend beyond the
bounds of snail purchase.
C. EIIIII1IONS
This portion of the training guide should define these
terms that will be utilized in the course of developing the
particular subject matter. Technical definitions should be
given, as well as interpretations in easy to understand
language. It is inportant to ensure that the terms are
understandable, for if small purchase personnel are lost at
this pcirt, it is fruitless to proceed. Particular care
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must be given to providing working definitions ox any legal
terms that are discussed and examined.
L. GCVEINING BOIES A5I BEGOIATIONS
lie objective of this section of the training guide
should te to list the primary sources of governing rules and
references, in order to allow the reader to refer to them as
necessary. The prinary sources of guidance should first he
listed, followed by a secondary list of less ccttiotly
referred to directives. When listing the above references,
is is important to net only list the reference, tut tc also
list the specific paragraph or section of the reference that
is applicable. It has been common practice in the past to
list a reference such as "the federal Acquisition
Eegulaticn," and although this is technically accurate, this
practice discourages personnel from actually referring to
the cited reference, as it often takes an inordinate aiocnt
of tine tc find the applicable section within the directive.
Another important reason for citing specific references is
that cany reference sources cften have pertinent cr even
contradictory material in different sections of the refer-
ence. If a person has the time and the motivation to lock up
references, thev may not be familiar enough with the refer-
ence tc be aware that they nay need to look in several
different places within the reference. If specific refer-
ences are listed, personnel will be better motivated to
refer to references and gain a tetter understanding cf the
subject natter.
£. BATICNA1E ANL BEACONS FCR POLICIES AND PBOCEDOBES
This section is one of the most important in any
training guide of this sort- Oftentimes, training guides are
prepared with little cr no background material to alicw the
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reader tc understand why they are doing what they are heing
directed tc do. (Throughout the course of this research, this
concern was frequently expressed, as small purchase
personnel and their supervisors felt that they were being
told hew tc perforn tasks, but were not being educated
regarding why the procedures or policies were important.
Cost cf these personnel felt that they would better he arle
to support and execute the myriad of procedural steps that
they are required to he familiar with if they knew why these
policies aid procedures were important. During the course of
this research, the researchers frequently pointed cut the
importance cf many cf these seemingly pointless policies,
and sirall purchase personnel generally responded in a posi-
tive fashion when they understood the importance of
perfcrning those procedural aspects of small purchase in the
prescribed manner. It is also important at this juncture to
point cut to small purchase personnel the effects cf not
perfcrning their duties in the prescrihed manner, sc that
they are aware of the potential impacts.
P. CCHflCN IBOBLEflS JSKE DIS CBEEANCIES
In cider to place the enphasis of the training in its
proper rerspective, it is important to identify common
problems and discrepancies sc that trainees can ascertain
the ap^licalility of the solutions and guidance withir the
framework cf their cwn personal experience. This section
should include as a minimum, recurring CMS (Contract
Maintenance Review) discrepancies so that there is no
mystery concerning what is expected of them from an inspec-
tor's cr auditor's viewpoint. A fairly detailed discussion
cf the discrepancies should fellow so that the trainees are
aware of precisely what the discrepancies and recurring
errors are. Vaguely worded statements, as are common in CMR
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reports, are not useful in that they do not, in general,
specif} exactly what the discrepancy was that has been
cited. Additionally, common pitfalls gleaned from personal
experience in the area should he identified and discussed.
G. SCGGIS1ED SOIUTICSS
IJbis particular section of the training guide should
address solutions frcm both a macro and a micro viewpoint.
Solutions to underlying problems should be addressed sc that
supervisors and small purchase personnel can approach
correction of deficiencies in an organized and effective
manner. Specific guidance to a fairly detailed level should
also re provided so that these personnel can be made aware
of the precise steps and actions necessary to correct prcb-
lems and to prevent their reoccurrence. This is cne of the
areas where central coordination and snaring of timesaving
ideas can be utilized to advise personnel of tetter and
easier methods of corducting business so that each buyer or
each command does not have to "reinvent the wheel" each time
a new problem arises.
E. 1BAIBING MATEBIAI AND RECOMMENDED GUIDES
This section of the training guide should support the
solutions given above by presenting any additional training
guides cr references that may be of utility tc small
purchase personnel. Ihe person charged with preparaticn of
the stud^ guide should also conduct an in-depth examination
of current procedures to determine if forms and ether work.
aids can be developed tc simplify the routine tasks of small
purchase personnel. Small purchase personnel in the iield
should also be gueried to ascertain if there are time and
energy saving devices presently in existence that should be
made available tc others in the profession. In the course of
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this research, the researchers noted many instances hhere
creative small purchase personnel or their supervisors had
designed mechanical devices cf one sort or another to
increase their productivity and effectiveness.
I. SCKMAEY
In summary, it is important to tailor this training
guide tc meet the perceived needs of small purchase
personnel at all levels. The common thread throughout this
research was that these personnel desired additional
training and education, and were eager to become involved in
advanced training were it available. They also stressed
that the} felt it important to understand why it was impor-
tant that they perform tasks in a particular fashion, and
what impact their non-compliance would have on the small
purchasirg system as a whole. The next section of this
chapter will present an example of a specific area of
training that is addressed within the aforementioned
structure.
J- Ah EXABELE: EPA C£E AND ADHIHISTRATION
1 • £ur ~ject Area
The material in this module will address practices
associated with blanket purchase agreements, regulations
associated with these agreements, reasons for existing
policy and procedures concerning 3PAs, and common problems
associated kith their implementation and use. The primary
purpose to be achieved is a better understanding of the
nature of the BPA and the potential pitfalls faced fcy all
small purchase professionals. This is not an attempt to
teach the experienced buyer the nuts and bolts of ETA docu-
mentation or procedure. The training material will assume a
tasic level of training and professional experience.
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As an experierced small purchase professicnal, the
usefulness cf the EPA has undoubtedly been seen first bard.
If handled correctly form birth to death, the EPA can
considerably simplif y the purchasing process under a wide
variety cf circumstances. lack of. attention, however, can
rob a bu^er of much cf the utility or service that can be
received. For this reason, material in this model will
concentrate on pcssille areas for improvement in the admin-
istration cf BPAs. It is hoped tnat by stimulatirg a
constructive self-evaluation, and by offering some simple
recott mencations, the material will:
a. Reduce the number of BPA-related discrepancies
reported in Contract Management fieview (CMR) and ether
audits and evaluations;
r. Improve the level of service that the small
purchase professional can provide;
c. Reduce the inconvenience and inefficiency asso-
ciated with error detection and correction;
d. Enhance the self-confidence and evaluated
professional performance of the buyer in the area cf EPAs;
and
e. Allow buyers tc cbtain maximum benefit from the
savings in time and effort afforded by EPAs, thereby
allowing coicentraticn on other essential tasks.
2- Eef ini tiens
Ihe definitions and interpretations of the following
terms, which will be used throughout the material, are
provided tc ensure a common frame of reference when
discussing EPAs:
a * Agreement: A written document which expresses
an understanding reached between tne Government and a
contractor regarding possible future contracts. The agree-
ment is rot a contract itself and does not promise that any
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contracts will actually materialize. Its primary purpose is
to identify the terirs and clauses to be part of any future
contract
.
£• Blanket Purchase Agre eme nt: An agreemert vihich
provides a simple method of filling future repetitive reeds
for supplies and services. EPAs are often referred to as
"charge accounts" established with qualified sources cf
supply. Orders are placed against the BPA as needs arise,
and payient is made on a periodic basis for all orders
placed during the period.
c « Call: An order placed under the terms and
conditions cf an existing BPA. Such an order is really an
offer by the Governmert to purchase, and becomes a tirding
contract when accepted by the contractor or vendor.
<3- Rotation : The practice of regularly and system-
atically changing the contractors or vendors who receive
calls cr are asked to submit guotations or bids. Prober
rotation implies that all gualified sources have an opportu-
nity to qo business.
e. Review: The process of examining, on a regular
basis, the EPA itself, the calls placed, and the procedures
employed on a day-to-day basis. Such an examination must be
objective and designed to improve the buying process.
f. Documenta tion : All written records associated
with ar individual EPA • throughout its life. This would
include copies of the BPA with all included clauses,
purchase reguests that have been satisfied through the BPA,
records cf all written or oral guotations and bids, sole
source justifications, copies of the actual orders, records
of any contacts with the vender, copies of invoices where
applicable, and records of any other buyer action related to
the EPA. If any matter relates to a BPA, it should be
writter dewn and included as part of the documentation
package.
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9- Se^uired C lau ses ; Those clauses required by
regulation to be included in a particular BPA. It is impor-
tant to note that scire clauses must be in all BPAs, while
ethers aust be used only under certain circumstances.
further, clauses required by the FAR may be supplemented,
tut net replaced, by other clauses specified by various
echelcns ir the chain of command. These clauses are
addressed in Sections 3 and 7 which follow.
h. Adequacy of Ter ms: Whether or not the terms and
conditions specified in a EPA are in the best interests of
the Government and the contractor or vendor. Conditions
change ever time, so the buyer must regularly evaluate
adequacy of terms to protect the Government.
i. Eq,ual l^I^oi. 0££<L£i.y.£ity.: A condition resulting
from each vendor or contractor, in the long run, having the
same rumfer of chances to receive orders as any other vendor
cr ccntractcr. Equal opportunity does not mean that each
vender will experience the same success rate.
j. Administrative C os ts; All costs associated with
translating a purchase request into goods or services to
satisfy the need. Essentially, this consists of all the
time and materials emended by the small purchase buyer over
the life of the action.
km Administration of BPAs: All actions taken by
small purchase personnel to maintain, review, and use active
EPAs. Establishment and disestablishment of EPAs will often
be included under the heading of administration also.
1- Mandator y Sources of Supply: Those sources fcrm
which a buyer must, by regulation, obtain goods and services
if they are available (eg. the supply system and Federal
Supply Schedules) . Both Government and non-Government
sources aay be classified as mandatory, such as Federal
Supply Schedules, and there is a specified order in which
they nust be approacted.
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n- Competition: The process of allowing trcspec-
tive venders or contractors tc contend against one another
to deternine which car most satisfactorily meet seme ctjec-
tive ie cuirement . Government policy establishes this as the
preferred aethed to neet Government and social interests.
- • Goyernin g Rules and Regulations












j. FAE 13.107 Solicitation and Evaluation
of Quotations
k- IAE 13.105 Small Business-Small
Purchase Set Asides
1. JAB 5.1 Dissemination of
Information
id. PAR 5.2 Synopses of Proposed Con-
tracts
e. EAR 8 Required Sources of Supply











t . EAR 52
EOD FAR SUPP 13.203--2
ECC EAR SUPP 52
g« PAR 4. 8
ICD FAR SUPP U. 8
h. IOD FAR SUPP 4.7004--a
i PAE 13. 106
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Ih€ following list coctains instructions and local
guidance related to EIAs:
— list Provided by the Local Activity --
1 • Rationale and Seasons for Policies and Procedures
She small purchase shcp is a hectic arena, charac-
terized by a seemingly endless stream of purchase reguests
and reguired actions- The buyer's time and effort are the
price that the Gcverriient pays to accomplish this essential
task; a price that can be measured in dollars as well as
anxiety. lor a larce percentage of these reguirement s , the
price is larger thai the worth of the items involved.
Eeducticn of these administrative costs is the purpcse of
the EPA. Ihe preparation cf individual purchase crdeis is
replaced ty simple call procedures. Invoices may be
processed in a batch rather than one at a time. The vendor
reali2es similar savings in administrative costs through
simplification of his/her paper work procedures. Ihe EPA,
then, serves to reduce the time and effort, and hence the
cost, cf routine and repetitive orders to a single vender.
Cnce a BPA is established with a gualified vendor,
the Government has cpened the door for possible future
contractual relationships with that vendor. How does the
the prcfessional small purchase buyer, as a representative
cf the Government, ersure that prices will be reasonable and
guality acceptable? Common sense and Government pclicy
indicate that cempe tition will accomplisn both goals. In
crder to ccipete for individual orders, multiple EPAs must
be in effect for the same types of items. This is the
reason that buyers are reguired to seek out and establish
EPAs kith several gualified vendors in each commodity group.
Email businesses, ever those with established EPAs,
cannot maintain contact with Government customers and their
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needs as well as larcer businesses can. Becoming aware of
potential business tec late, cr not becoming aware at all,
could put many eligirle vendors in a disadvantageous posi-
tion and defeat the goal cf meaningful competition. The
practice ci synopsizing anticipated reguirements in the
Ccmmerce Eusiness Daily (CBD) helps small firms stay abreast
and stay competitive. for this reason, the syncpsis
reguireiiert may apply to BPAs and even calls.
Ancther purpese served by Government procuremer.t in
general, ard small purchase in particular, is the mainte-
nance cf a strong business rase in America. This neans that
a suificient number cf firms in all industry groups remain
healthy encugh to prcvide cur country's needs under all
conditiccs. The Gcvernment must protect itself against
becoming tec reliant en any ore source. Commercial rusi-
nesses, at the same time, can only be vital and interested
in doing Gcvernment wcrk if they benefit from awards and the
resultant funds. Ectation of calls and bid solicitaticns
among gualified venders on a regular basis will accomplish
these vital purposes.
Mary things ether thai the provision of a geed or
service can and do result from a small purchase action. A
deter m inaticn of the fairness and reasonableness of a price
may reccme the basis of price analysis in some future
action. Actions taken in a particular buy may be used to
evaluate the small purchase professional. Practices at a
particular activity will almost certainly be the surject of
periodic reviews, inspections, and audits by various organi-
zations. Internally, reviews are made to ensure tnat the
best pcssille buying decisicrs are being routinely made.
Finally, if things do not go smoothly, a small purchase
action may result in unpleasant litigation. The only
certain way to protect the interests of both the buyer and
the Gcvernment in all these situations is to keep complete
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and detailed records of everything related to an action.
This is the basis for the concern with documentation.
A EEA is an expression of a relationship between
organizations over time. As the Government's needs and
venders' situations change over time, so must the terms and
conditions of a EPA. Clauses may change. The scope of an
activity's requirements may cnange. The capabilities of a
vendor may change. In order to ensure that current needs
are served, and the Government's interests are protected,
the Federal Acquisition Regulation requires that EFAs be
reviewed regularly. Specific review requirements may be
found in the FAR references cited in Section 3.
Every year the Government expends enormous numbers
cf dollars and hours attempting to provide a responsive
system cf internal supply. Additionally, Congress has iden-
tified specific groups of people as deserving of special
help in the form cf reserved Government business opportu-
nity. Along with Federal Supply Schedules (FSS) , these
sources constitute mandatory sources of supply. By
utili2ing these sources whenever possible, the buyer assists
in achieving several important goals. Fewer scarce procure-
ment dcllars are tied up at any one time in duplicated
items. Regular utilization of supply channels provides
accurate usage data, and enables more effective prediction
cf future demand. Finally, important social policy is
translated into reality.
5 . Common Problems an d Discre pancie s
At this point, it should be noted that the majority
cf EEA-related actions are handled correctly and efficiently
by small purchase professionals. On the whole, the purposes
expressed in the preceding section are being served. There
are, however, a limited number of weaknesses that appear on
a regular tasis at a large number of activities. The need
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to deal fcitl these discrepancies adds an unneeded burden to
the tacks of buyers. It is relieved that if small purchase
personnel address these problem areas as a corps of profes-
sionals, discrepancies will be eliminated and energies may
be focused en the prinary task, wnich is service.
A review of CEB reports reveals the following recur-
ring rrctleoc areas:
a. Establishment of EPAs. Purchase orders are not
scrutirized to determine if repetitive buys from a single
vender might not more economically be made under a BEA.
t. .Review of Active EEAs. Regulations reguire that
EPA content be reviewed at least annually, and procedures at
least semi-annually. An evaluation must be made of
adeguacy, currency, and completeness of all terms and
clauses.
c. Disestablishment of BPAs. BPAs are not always
being promptly disestablished when time or dollar limita-
tions have teen reached, or when the demonstrated need ror
the EIA ro longer exists.
d. Documertation of Calls and Solicitations.
Purchase reguests, vritten records of solicitations, bids,
and guotes-are net being maintained in the BPA files. This
is particularly true with regard to oral transactions, and
records associated with unsuccessful vendors.
e. Insufficient Numbers of BPAs. The number of
EPAs established for gualified vendors in a particular
commodity group does rot permit meaningful competition over
time. loo few venders are involved, thus denying price
protection to the Government and growth to the business
base
.
f. Call Rotation. Rotation practices dc rot
promote egual vendor opportunity. A small group of verdcrs
often get an inordinate number of solicitations and/or
awards. An unsuccessful vendor does not always receive
another opportunity within a reasonable period of time.
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g. Screening of Mandatory Sources. Attempts to
acquire requested materials from mandatory sources ace not
always nade and/or documented. Tnis is a particularly
sensitive area in light cf the negative publicity
surrounding the spare farts issue. Individual reguireirents
must re screened through mandatory sources of supply before
being ordered from vendors.
h- Required Clauses. Original BPAs often dc not
contain all clauses required by regulation, or the clauses
are incomplete. This problem is expected to become even
more acute with the transition to the FAR. Numbering and
content are changing.
i. Synopsi2ing. Eotential EPAs and, where
required, individual calls are not synopsized, or are
improperly synopsized. This requirement is relatively new
to buyers, and not much specific guidance has been given or
generated in the field.
£ • £ug ges ted Solutions
It is expected that small purchase professionals
will re able to generate a number or effective and creative
solutions to the prcrlems discussed on tneir own. Euyers
are encouraged to develop and share these technigues to
improve the overall performance at the activity. A trief
discussion of some possible solutions follows, net as
guidance, but merely to stimulate directed thought.
Individual activities will determine the degree cf approach
stan cardizat ion.
a. Establishment of EEAs
Be aware cf the signals which commonly indicate
the desireahilit y of EPA use. A wide variety of items in a
broad class are comncnly ordered, but specifics are not
immediately known. Offices or projects in a giver area do
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not have purchase authority, tut do have routine needs. The
writing cf routine purchase crders, often to the same
sources, tecomes troublesome. A vendor or group cf venders
consistently charges less or cffers better performance. All
cf these circumstances may hint at the possibility cf time
and effcrt savings thiough use of a BPA.
Consider the practice of conducting a mcnthly
ccmmcdity review. Eeview purchase orders in each cajor
commodity group to determine if vendor patters are evident.
Ibis procedure may be accomplished using a separate EPA log
for eacr ccamodity grcup.
It may also be useful to analyze the freguency
with which purchase crders gc to individual vendors. A
simple card or listing for each vendor could be kept indi-
cating tie date and general items on each purchase order.
These listings cculd be reviewed on a guarterly basis. If
2-4 purchase orders in a single guarter go to a particular
vendor, it may be wise to consider a BPA.
t. Review of Active BPAs
The first step in any review should be tc deter-
mine what items tc lcck for in a review. Khen reviewing
EPAs, acne suggested items include continued need, currency
cf clauses, adeguac.y of terms, discount provisions, etc.
Cnce this decision is made, it is suggested that all
existirg EPAs be divided he into 12 egual groups according
to any convenient criteria; for example, alphabetically or
by majcr commodity grcups. Each group, and every EPA file
in that grcup, would then receive a number from 1 tc 12.
Each north, one group would le pulled for review according
to the established items. A simple record of the numter of
EPAs assigned to each numbered group should be maintained so
that new establishmerts can be assigned to groups in such a
way that grcup sizes remain relatively egual. It is also
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advrsarle tc note tie date of each review directly cr. the
individual iiles.
A number cf similar methods follow this organi-
zational pattern. Feviews may be conducted by commodity
groups. If there are a manageable number of active EPAs, it
nay re possible to schedule one block of tine to conduct the
review.
c. Disestablishment of EPAs
The usefulness of individual EPAs may re exam-
ined usirg an analysis of order frequency, conducted much
the same as the frequency analysis described for estab-
lishing EPAs. A card or similar record is kept for each
vendor, and calls are simply noted. These cards may be
reviehed guarterly tc determine if the EPA is still vital as
indicated ry the number of calls during the quarter.
Alternatively, individual call dates may be noted en a sheet
attached to the EPA fclder, and the vitality of the EPA may
be addressed during the regular annual review previously
descr ite c-
d. Documentation of Calls and Solicitations
The best advice concerning documentation may be
to document whenever there is a question or doubt. Ihis
equates to the establishment and meticulous maintenance of a
complete EPA file. Such a file may be arranged in chronolo-
gical order of individual calls. At a minimum, it is
suggested tlat the file contain:
(1) The latest copy of the 3PA.
(2) Any records concerning negotiation cf EPA
terms arc ccntent.
(3) Copies of all purchase requests filled
using the EPA.
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(4) Records of all written or oral communica-
tions kith the vendor, wnether resulting in a call or net.
(5) Copies of all vendor invoices or statements
if processed through the buyer.
(6) Any paying office reports indicating
payments .
Ihe fcrm entitled "Snail Purchase Documentation-Supply" nay
easily be itcdified tc record much of this data. A copy of
this form is included, together with ether suggested docu-
ments, with this module.
The best buyer and Government protection is
afforded by thorough familiarity with the general documenta-
tion requirements cited in the references section. It is
also essential, however, tc be aware of local requirements
for dccunentatior.
e. Insufficient Numbers of BPAs
The deteminati on cf an adequate number for EPAs
is a judgement call, and will be different for every tuyer
in the absence of activity guidance. Remember that at least
two EPAs in a given commodity group are needed tc have
competition- Two, however, is seldom an adequate number.
At the ether extreme, the tuyer must strike a balance
tetweei aanageability and competition. The existence cf too
many EPAs may lead tc shortcuts in rotation that also deny
meanircful compe titicr.
In general, it is recommended that one E£A be
estatlisled for each 100 anticipated calls against a
commodity group at larger activities. For smaller activi-
ties, the ratio may le reduced to about one BPA for each 30
anticipated calls. fchile performing review procedures, the
list must be groomed and unneeded BPAs disestablished. New
EPAs may be estatlisred to maintain the ratio, or the tuyer
may find that the list will tend toward some "natural level"
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cf vcluac. This eguilibrium position is suitable, however,
only if proper rotation and review procedures are fceing
followed.
f. Call Rotation
When the value ox an individual call is teiow
the threshold requiring competition, proper rotaticr is
really -ust a matter of a conscientious attempt to run
through the available EPAs in crder. A list indicating the
name cf the last vecdor to receive a noncompetitive call
should te kept. When the call requires competition, the
situation becomes orly a little more complicated. The
cbject becomes to rctate opportunities rather than actual
calls. It is suggested that after the first selection cf






etc. * successful bidder
Additionally, buyers are encouraged to utilize vendor
frequency cards, as described, and review them on a regular
basis .
g. Screening cf Mandatory Sources
In crder to utilize the nandatcry sources of
supply, the buyer must know what they are. A basic famil-
iarity with the references cited under this topic will
establish that knowledge. It is also helpful to keet a
listing, constructed ty the buyer or the activity, with the
EPA files. These sources do change. Each purchase recuest
should te screened against this list before the call is
placed to a vendor under a EPA. It is useful to ncte that
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EPAs maj re established with vendors listed cr Federal
Supply Schedules.
As the buyer becomes acquainted with the kinds
of items available from each mandatory source, this
screening process becomes less cumbersome. Becuesting
activities should be encouraged to do as much of this
screening as possible. At a minimum, the small purchase
professicnal shculd insist that the requestor search the
supply system.
h. Required Clauses
Here, again, there is no real substitute fcr a
knowledge of the applicable regulations. This knowledge
should ercoirpass both the staDdard clauses required ir all
EPAs, and those clauses that apply under limited circum-
stances. A useful aid in this effort is a current EPA
format guide. This guide includes an extraction cf these
clauses relevant to EPAs, and describes or references the
reguirements associated with each. An example of such a
format guide is included with this module. Finally, utilize
local bulletins and directives to update the guide en a
regular rasis.
i. Synopsis
Become faniliar with the requirements for sjnec-
sizinc as they pertain to 3PAs. The module on syncpsis
included in this training guide discusses the subject in
some detail. Once the principles are understood, the tuyer
should generate examples of E£5 and call synopses to he kept
with the EPA files fcr reference.
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figure 6.2 Small Purchase Documentation - Supply
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r'jct:cns r cp .c:
"he attached blanket ourchase agree^e"". czr-zz "53 :ee n deve'ooeo in :"C5~ :;
accomolisn the conversion of existing agreements issued in accordance dith tne
Defense Acquisition Regulation (DA?, 1 to comoly with the orovisions of the r ec-
eral ^couisition 'emulation 'FIR) ani the Ce-'ense Suool ement (0-FAR). i^nce t:
-ormat includes orovisions wmcn are recused pca^*": in all a qreens
as wei i as some wn ; cn may be used under certain :i rcumscances ano others .vnic.n
have been developed for local useage, the ourcose of this instruction is -to pro-
vide guidance on which clauses/provisions are required.
It should be noted that each provision in the agreement "or-nat attached has been
numbered in order to facilitate identification of recuired orov: sions. "he fo 1 -
lowing is a list, by number and tide, of each orov'sion contained -n the 'or-nat
and a note indicatina wnen ant ; f the orovision is recuired in accordance .vit.n
FAR/ 3-FAR.






















Individuals Authorized to 3 lace Calls
ana Collar Limitations
Notice to Sove^nment 'e^sonnel
Authorized to Place Calls
Notification Concerning Unauthorized
Calls
Del i very "!" i c k e t s
Invo ices
3il 1 ing Period
Time and Place of Gel ivery/Per-
formance of Services
Past Payment Procedure
Un or iced 3PA Calls
Delivery of Excess Quantities
Clauses Incorporated by Reference













ootional use i f oes i rec
.
Locally develooed. -zr
optional use if desired.
Requi red. FAR 1 3 .202-'
Recuired. FAR 13.20 2-1




Reauired when calls ~ay
be subject to fast pay-
ment procedures .
Required *nen unoriced




Part 13 in accordance
with Notes appended.
Activities should ensure, as a minimum, all agreements issued subsequent to 1 A c n' 1 133-
incluce all provisions listed above as reouirec. "he language contained in < 1 1 1 anq (IV
should be included when circumstances dictate. Other optional use clauses may oe usee




Figure 6.4 Blanket Purchase Agreement Format, "Page 1.
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"he Government s 3oligated jnder :11s dlanxet purchase agreement :ni
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lower than, tnose tnargerj the ijooi ;»r' j Tiost favored customer in adqitio
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Figure 6-5 Blanket Purchase Agreement Format, Page 2.
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'-e issuanca :• 'i::.':ti :j : ::- st t.i's : »n<e: surciasa >c-ae!-ent «i :e -ate ,r;e' .-e




-:••:. a's ;_t-c":?t t: t' ;te ta'': .-: = - :->s ic-saiient , 'te-f
— :t-tt-e-t i-: :-e :.: '. a' " in tat "on :s' ;a ' -'or eac- ncv' 2ua ; , «'' :e '-j
:.K5 ta s jncer this jjrte'-e-c j: to t.ne :t ar snount ic :
[list larres ant :c'*ar ,:-n:ts "f oersonnei ju
OR
,
if activities 3ther than tie activity issji.ng the
3
-_ e5,p r r »^= autho-ized '.o jse the >g"-aement, tie following statement -ay te ^saa:
; '-3: - e fndiv'duals authorized to -lace ta'"s jncer t.hts atr^a^e^t. identified by jrgan' zatton
::~.:c-e r t, and fie :-"a' ' •-••.i'.-;r :e' ta'' '-r eac- 'ndiviaual «ill te -'.r-- s,-ec seta-ate .. to
tie ;j3c' ;- oy tie luthcnzec activit* Activities fjrrent : . authorized to ;' :ce :a'"s ire:
1 cation
1 st assigned t':c<s ; f :a ' luooers, tol'.ar limits and name *f authorized act'.
/!:. "fot-te
'•; t:ar«et rurttasa jqresmefi: -emits :- / tie jove-ii'ent e~ia : ees scec"'"cai y authorized, :• -a-e. ::
oiace tails aqainst t. THIS lUST :.£ '.'-'.'.".- 1DHESE* "C. ^e-scns autha r • tec: tt tiace tails -ere^-te- a^e
scecf'cally -rcniiitao "rom receiving, insaecclng and/cr acceotm- any nater'ai :e! -e r e: lereunaer as a
-esjit :f j call -laceo 3y that inaividua'. 4ny /iolafon of this 3aragraon -nay res„lt 'i i.T»r,eciate 'eve-
:ac ion : -" : > 1 ' jut-c-' : . .
/ 1 ! I . Noti "cat ; cn 'of, :5 r *1- n c :'nauthor*zeo .= '">
-ny nata r 'i"s lalivere^ -ursuant to 1 :i' ' by in jnauthori;ed -erson -s. -esuit " the -eturr, :t tie ;.zz '»*
a»;ense. t •' the jjooi'as :a lelivered. iceettjnea :" tails -a:a :/ in jnaut.hor'zed ;e rson 51a'' :e jt ""a
-isi( t* ?nd shal 1 te the 30'e 'esoars-t , '"': / af the supcl ie- and -a- -asuit - n non-tay-e n : ""or :e : iver*es *^:e
as ie ; ' is :os3:Sie cancei'it-on -f this jcrae^e^t.
I
Source: NSC Charlestcn
Figure 6-6 Blanket Purchase Agreement format, Page 3.
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«*F "O 3* XX
CONTINUATION SHEET
I 3» i'M*o* z* :
SV^wjjl, S£»WCIJ
,w»«T| v»ll "ICE
snic-mencs jnder tnis a^reerenc 3hai« oe izzz~z-ar ' zc with celive r y tickets or sa'es sl'os. in triplicate
wnich snail contain the fallowing minimum ' n-'pr— a: i en :
( i ) "lame of suopl ier,
( i i ) 3PA numoe-'
( iii ) Gate pf purpnase .
' iv ) Purchase numoe-
.
i Item-ped 'is". pf sucol ; es or se rvces furnisned.
'•' Quantity, unit zr-zs. arc excens'cn of eacn ".en, 'ess aoO'ica&la discounts jn ; c cces
and extensions need not oe snown -men nconoat ol e «ith the -se 37" automated sysze.ms; provided,
that the -nvoice is itemized za show this i.-.-amacian',
.
Mi Gate pf delivery or sr.ioment.
Joon delivery, the receivmg activity will retain one cooy of tne -elated delivery t'cxec and ^ i 1 ' sign thi
otner two copies and return them to tne supplier or us agent. Une r" tnese copies nay i.jcijc.ii'.'.. Se
-eduired za suooort tie Invoice.
ne contractor snail suomit invoices, 'n cuao-up! - cate , a', east monthly or «nen the 20 1 ar <alue 0'
placed jncer this agreement ecua's the aggregate -doi lar amount soecified, if any, m acccrcar-; wt-
method :.-ed<ed oelow. Invoices snal"
tne soeci'ied or. iing period.
1 I Summary Invoice
cover ii. ce'ive-'es nace oursuanc to tne terms of t-e ac
A summary 'nvcce snail be suomitted at 'east monthly or jcon exoiration of this 3 5 A, wnic.hever occurs
first, *"or all oeiive'ies made Curing a billing oer-od, identifying the delivery tickets covered therein,





An 'teiiized 'nvoice snal 1 oe submitted at 'east monthly or uoon exoi"-ation of this 3P4, wn-cnever ;ccj-s
'irst, 'or all ;e:ive r"es naoe dur'ng a billing period and -"or «nic- payment nas not cee- -ece'.ee. "-ese
invoices need not oe suocorted by coo'es of delivery tickets.
Individual Invoice
*neri billing procedures provide
-"or an individual invoice for eac.n delivery, t hese invoices snail oe
accumulated; provided, that -
(A) A consolidated payment will be made 'or eacn soecified oeriod; and
(31 "he oeriod of any discounts will commence en tne final date pf the billing oer'oo zr on the
date of -eceipt of invoices for all deliveries accepted during tne billing period, wnicreve'- 's later,
X I . 3111 i ng Qqr ipd
"he oilling oeriod *"or this blanxec purchase agreement shall be the period beginning * and
ending *
•'Enter the dates indicating the period agreed jDon with the suoolie*-. If tr.e piling per-:d
begins pn the *irsz pf the -lonth, enter* "...beginning tne first of eacn nonc.n and ending on the 'ast
day of tne month
'
(II. "'-e and D 'aoe pf re 1 i /erv 1 3e--"T-T, ance pf Services
All Jeiiveries, except as orovided m bi or z) oelcw, snail oe naoe -".J.3. 'est • naf on , all t-ansoctcf or
cnarpes caid Pv tne sujolie-, to tne destinations soeci'-eo * tne ;»!'
(b) When ft is deemed to be !n the oest 'nterest of t h e Government, arrangements na;/ be naoe at tne time
of the call 'or the Government to affect direct oicxuo of tne material -"rem the suaolier's oi ace of Pusiness.
'Jnder such circumstances, the supplier will oe advised as to tne name of the designated individual to <nom he
shall release tne material.
(c) Material nay oe eel 'vered f.o.S. suooiie-'s slant, as specified in an individual ca''. «it.h sn'crrent
to oe made to descina tionfs ) soeci-'leo m eacn call at the suoo'ier's exoense suoject to -a inourseiient
.
'Jnder these circumstances, the transocrt at ion cos: is to be snown on the same invoice as suooies are billed.
Put as a seoarate item, "he contractor agrees to retain related transportation p;!i ; ngs oa 1 c seoarateiy ""or
a period of three years and to furnisn such pills to the Government <nen -ecuested -"or audit purooses. -or
infot-nation purposes only, tne estimated snioomg cnarpes snail be soecified it the fine the tail Is piaced
Source: NSC Charleston
Figure 6-7 Blanket Purchase Agreement Format, Page H.
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Genera' provision '- 3 • :"e DO r or~i ilSSr entitled -ast 'ayment : -ccadure' nay :e spoiled t: -d-.-c.a
placed jnce- this agreement as soeci^ed it '.! time of ear- tall. Jhen -ast 3 a/^ent oroceoures srs jci
in connection- with 3 tall placed jncer this agreement, tne 'allowing provisions aoply
.ontractor ^ecu i rea smo suool'es cransoorcation ]r ccscage precait,
3. Contractor ; s -ecuired to sucmit -nvo'ces iirect'iy to tSe -'-nance or other ;--:e iesicnatea





ed to nark ou :cnt3 i ne r s ?AS7 PAr"
Calls ol acao ne'eunder normally snail be firm fixed price orders, -lavever, .re" agreed joon 2/ the jo/e'-rien'
and the suooi-e'. 3 :a ; l nay be -ssued 3t a ceiling price «nich amount nay not :e exceeded exceot is
soecifically authorized by an author-tad caller designated eisewnere in this agreement, [n Me aver: such an
jnoriced call is pi aced nereuncer, the 'allowing provision snail aoo'iy:
no;;:- S'd.00,-I53 - j.'ip°::;j calls
'Jnoriced calls ; ssued hereunder snail be considered firm orte-s WU if the final price sees
excaed :he amount agreed ;con between the Government anc the tontractor it Che time t.ne :a
placed. Guomit -nvoices to the contracting officer or order-ng officer -no placesthe :a
/ou cannot oer-'or-n in exact accordance with tne terms of •.he sails ano this 3PA, ->'i~-'
l
-1Ll
3C3crjp^AN(;r ina notify tne contracting/ordering officer 'mmeo: atei y , jiving your guotafon.
"<cess Cuant ' t as
The 'ollowing orcvision aoolies «nei calls 3re placed for suoplies:
:el:v53y of excess 2uanti7t.es gf 5100 cr less [far ;2.212-io)(apr '98*1
7he Contractor is -esoonsiale for the lelivery of eacn •tern duantity within allowaole variations. If iny. [f
tne contractor :elivers and tne 3ovemmenC 'eceives auantities of any item in excass or" the ouantity tailed
•
:
- [ a *tar consiasring any allowaole variation <n tuantity), such excess ouantities will oe treated as oe'ng
delivered -'or the convenience of the Gont.-accor "he Government *ay retain sucn excess :uantit:es iO ta ST 00
in value without tamoensating the Contractor therefor, and the Contractor waives all right, title, or -nce-asc
therein. Quantities in excess of SI CO will, at the ootion of the Covernmenc, either be returned at the
Contractor's expense or retained and oa i d for by t.he Government at the contract unit price.
H [ Clauses :ncorocrated bv -e-e'ence "he following c ederal Icquisition Regulation (FAR) or Oe-'ense Supolenent
!3-far; c'auses are 'ncorcorated -n this agreement oy reference «it- the same force and effect as
•n «ull text, .'oon -ecuest, trie Contracting Officer will maxe their full text availaole.
as aooroor-ate in accordance with the 'Notes' set forth below:












Invoices ,'reolaces General Provision 3 of
00 Form 1155r!
Service Contract Act of 1965 - Contracts
of $2,500 or Less
Utilization of Small Business snd Disadvantaged
Business Concerns
Contract 'Jorx ^ours and Safety Standards Act --
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'locas -or :-e clauses • iccrcorace:) ?,
•nzo :fiis aareeTiert fn acccrdance <iit
'IC~- 'IQ,
•.55 ioave. -e Clauses listed are au:;r
tie
-o' ' owir.g :
Clause asai ies :a ".vs acree-'?'1 : and :a any
lersunaer -egardless :f Cc''ar /al.e.
"lause aooi'es :o any call ''n excess :f 52,:
.. ause aooi i es :a
:a i h al aced le-e'.
us acres «re" : u e
;os :;.:::
Clause aooi ies ".c chis acree^e-c
calls ciaced Hereunder e<ceecs 31
Source: NSC Charleston




The principal intent of this effort is net to quantita-
tively define tie ccsts and benefits of implementing the
proposed training program. Rather, its intent is to iden-
tify costs and benefits, so that decision makers can attempt
to raticralize training using their own judgements regarding
costs and renefits. Implementing costs will he categorized
as direct and indirect, ard in some cases, they will be
quantified. In large measure, the benefits that will accrue
as a result of training have teen discussed throughout this
thesis, however, this section will attempt to bring together
those terefits which have a significant financial impact. An
examination of the benefits will also be made with regard to
tangible versus intar.gible impacts. Lastly, this section
wrli attempt to assign an estimate of total quantifiable
implenentation ccsts, and thee utilize sensitivity analysis
in crder tc determine an approximate break-even point with
regard tc expected ccsts and projected benefits.
E. SCEJECl PEfiSCNNEI CCSTS
lie mest obvious and most easily measured ccsts of
implementing this program are those associated with the
costs of the personnel undergoing the training. Ir conso-
nance with Task force 6, [Bef. 60 J, the researchers believe
that intermediate level small purchase personnel should
receive at least 120 hours of formal and informal training
during their career progression witnin the GS-1105 and
GS-11C6 series. Once a satisfactory level of training has
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teen achieved, it is further believed that these perscnnel
should receive at least 50 hours per year of continuing
training and education to ensure that new subjects and areas
cf recurring difficulty are adequately covered. This
training clan would as a result entail an average cf approx-
imately 70 hours of training per year. If one assumes a
standard workyear of 2,080 productive hours of effort per
employee, this recommended training would result in roughly
3.5ft cf the productive workyear being spent in training.
While this nay seem tc be an excessively high percentage of
time devoted to training, the researchers intend tc shew
that the benefits that will result will make this level of
effort mere than worthwhile.
This effort is directed at intermediate level small
purchase personnel within the Navy. As of the beginniig cf
fiscal year 1983, there were 2,883 GS-1105 personnel of all
grades within the DOI, and of these, 1,280 were in the Navy.
The average grade level for GS-1105 personnel in the Navy is
5.8. GS-1106 personnel number 1,307 within the DCN and have
an average grade level of 4.8- £Bef. 61]. It is recognized
that ret all GS-1106 personnel are directly associated with
small purchase, however it is felt that they should be
included in any examination of small purchase personnel, as
their primary duties are that cf small purchase. Since this
study is directed toward intermediate level small purchase
personnel, an average paygrade of GS-6 will be utilized as
an estimate of the average paygrade for intermediate level
GS-11C5 personnel. Ihis average will offset the inclusion
of entrj-level personnel in the aggregate average grade
level of 5.6. Ihis average payyrade represents an average
cf the numter of GS-4 through GS-7 level personnel ir. the
Navy, in the GS-11C5 series. The corresponding annual
salarv fcr a GS-6 step 5 is $17,479. The average grade
level cf intermediate level GS-1106 personnel in paygrades
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GS-4 through GS-7 is at the GS-5 level, and has a corre-
sponding annual salary of $15,681.
In order to simplify future calculations, a weighted
average salary wage for the 1,280 GS-1105-6 and 1,307
GS- 11C6-5 personnel will he calculated. This will allow for
a relatively accurate determination of aggregate personnel
costs as lcrg as the iatio of GS-1105s and GS-1106s remains
fairly constant. lie weighted average salary ioi these
personnel is $16, 570. £3 per year, calculated as follows; Ihe
ratio of GS-1105 personnel to total small purchase perscniel
(1,280/2,587) times tie average GS-1105 wage ($17,47$) plus
the ratic cf GS-11C6 personnel to total small purchase
perscrnel (1,307/2,557) times the average GS-1106 wage
($15, €81)-
(1, 280/2,58"/) X $17,479 + (1,307/2,58 7) X $15,681 = $16,571.
Using a 2,080 productive hour per year base, this would
equate tc a weighted average hcurly wage of $7.97 per hour.
Ihe direct cost that would he associated with effectively
removing 3.5% of the workforce from productive efforts would
le tie weighted average hourly salary for an intermediate
level snail purchase employee, times the recommended 70
hours cf training, times the number of personnel affected.
These calculations are shown below;
2,587 personnel X 7C hrs/person X $7.97/hr = $1,442,287
Ihe ahcve figure represents the cost associated with the
"permanent" loss of 7C hours per employee, per year, due to
this training. It must be noted, however, that these costs
are sunx costs in that these personnel are already on the
payroll. Iheir salaries would he paid regardless of whether
they were in training, or were otherwise productively
employed. Ihe only incremental personnel costs that would
result would be these associated with hiring additional
personnel en a permanent or temporary basis to replace the
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incumbents that are in training. Alternatively, if addi-
tional personnel were not hired, and the workload was
absorled by the remaining workforce without authorizing
overtime, the effective direct personnel cost would be
effectively zero. If, however, one assumed that the level of
productivity of the remaining workforce did not allow the
tasks of the personnel in training to he completed by ethers
in the organization, and one assumed that the level of the
workload did not change, overtime could also be authorized
as a aears to ensure that necessary work was completed. It
should be noted, however, that one of the explicit objec-
tives cf increased training is to improve the efficiency and
productivity of small purchase personnel. Hence, personnel
resource reguirements should be less than the number of
personnel in training to offset the loss of those personnel
absent due to training. Each of these options will be exam-
ined in greater detail below:
1 • Additional Permanent Personnel Hired
(A) Direct Ccsts: If additional permanent staffing
were cttained to mitigate the effect of 3.5% of the work-
force being unavailatle due to training reguirements, the
workforce would have to increase by slightly more than 5.6%,
cr 93 people, in order to retain the same base level cf
permanent employees working in productive endeavors as
before the time that the training commenced. Again, assuming
averace grade levels of GS-1 105-6 and GS-1 106-5, and
utilizing the weighted average salary described above,
financial resources en the order of $1,541,103 would be
reguired to employ these personnel. These figures are
slightly higher than these representing the loss of 3.5% of
the workforce as 10% cf these newly hired personnel would be
in training as well. Calculations are as follows:
93 perscrs X $16,571 = $1,541,103.
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Were this the case, the figures given above would be
fairlj descriptive of the direct costs of their emplcymen t.
(h) Indirect Costs: Since permanent employees would
re required, their wages would have to be accelerated in
accordance with KAVCCKPT MANUA1 035030 to fully acccurt for
indirect ccnpensatior such as leave and fringe benefits. In
this instance out of pocket costs would be $2,080,489, if
cne assumes an average wage factor acceleration of 25^, as
illustrated below:
$1,541,103 X 1-35 = $2,080,489
It is recognized that ceiling points for additional
personnel resources are difficult to obtain, however, this
cpticn is presented for consideration.
2 • leoEprar y Hi^ilLa
(A) Direct Ccsts; If temporary personnel were hired
to perfcim the duties of personnel in training, the finan-
cial impact would be significantly less. One would assume
that temporary employees would be hired at grade levels
lower than the incumbents for which they are eirplcyed to
replace, probably at the ertry level in the GS- 1105 series
which is GS-4 and which is GS-3 for GS-1106 personnel.
Ihese personnel would probably be hired at the lowest step,
and their corresponding salaries would be $12,361 and
$11,017 respectively per year.
(E) Indirect Costs: These personnel do net enjoy
the same level of fringe benefits as permanent employees,
and their base salary would only have to be accelerated by
approximately 255? to accurately represent the indirect costs
associated with their employment. Calculations to shew the
effect of temporary hires are illustrated below:
1,280 X $12,367 X 1.25 X 3.6% = $712,339
1,307 X $11,017 X 1-25 X 3.6% = $647,965
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Total = $1,300,304
There may b€ additional costs associated with the
probable decreased productivity ex temporary hires, as they
will require some tine to assimilate into the workforce, and
will net te as productive as their permanent counterparts.
Ihis use cf temporary personnel will also result in
increased turnover as well as an increase in the variable
porticn of hiring ccsts. There may he other financial
impacts as well.
-• Authorization of Overtime:
(A) Direct Costs: If overtime is authorized in
crder to ensure that required work is completed, the ccsts
would he scnewhat higher than employing additional full time
personnel, due to the overtime premium that must he paid to
these personnel in addition to their normal hourly wages.
If one assumes that each person would have to be authcrized
70 hcurs cf overtime per year, they would earn an average
hourlj overtime differential cf 50% for each of these 70
hours. The cost of the overtime premium is shown below:
overtime 17.97/hr X .5 X 70 hrs X 2,587 persons = $ 721,€44
normal $7.97/hr X 70 hrs X 2,587 persons = $1,443,287
Total = $2, 164, 931
(B) Indirect Costs: The use of overtime assumes
that there are not any pre-existing nonproductive hours that
could he utilized by these personnel, and that they will be
able tc perform at their normal level of productivity while
working overtime. Beth of these assumptions are suspect, as
the average employee night not require the full 70 hours of
overtine due to envirenment al factors within the workplace.
Efficiencies such as those associated with not having to
stop and restart their efforts would result, as would
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ethers. Cr the other hand, studies have shown that produc-
tivity while working overtime is frequently less than that
obtained during normal working hours.
The overtime premium acceleration for fringe
benefits is significantly less than that accrued fcr ncrnal
working hours. The overtime portion of the wages need be
accelerated by only 205? to recoup the indirect costs of
fringe benefits and eaplcyee payroll taxes. The total cost
of this alternative would be as illustrated below:
Normal hrs. $1,443,237 X 1.35 = $1,546,437
Overtime premium $ 721,644 X 1.20 = $ 865, .572
Total = $2,814,409
^ • hJs-crk the _W_crkload .Within the Or g anizatio n
:
(A) Direct Costs: Unfortunately it seems as ii this
is the most prevalent approach to solving manning problems
endemic to the small purchase workplace. As the research has
shown, there is a significant workload overburdening in
small purchase divisions of the Navy, and this approach
would te ursa tisf actcry from both a personnel utilization
approach and in light of constantly competing priorities
that face small purchase personnel. This option would only
exacerbate the already severe problem of overloading these
personnel, and the nission accomplishment of small purchase
organizations would suffer as a consequence. Once the work-
load and staffing of small purchase personnel are correctly
aligned, and productivity increases, it is anticipated that
some of this additicral workload could be absorbed within
the organization with minimal impact. If this option were
exercised, however, the direct personnel cost would te zero.
(B) Indirect Costs: There are myriad indirect costs
associated with attempting to absorb tne additional workload
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with presently staffed small purchase organizations. lhe
alreadv low morale will dip even further as pressures and
taskings increase, and turnover will increase correspond-
ingly. Additionally, the .backlog of purchasing acticrs in
the gueue will grew even larger, resulting in lcncer
procurement action lead-times, or in some low priority
procurements never being made. As the pressure on buyers to
increase throughput increases, they will attempt to cut as
nany corners as possible, resulting in even poorer perform-
ance than at present.
C. ISAINING DEVELOPMENT COSTS
In addition to tie personnel costs associated with small
purchase personnel attending training, there would be ctber
personnel costs involved in developing this training. Cur
effort has teen to highlight the primary areas of training
deficiencies that aie most prevalent throughout small
purchase crganiza tiers- There still remains the fairly
significant task of actually developing a training guide for
inter ne diate level snail purchase personnel. There are
numercus options that exist in relation to the tasking of
the preparation of this training manual, including a thesis
topic for another Naval Postgraduate School student, hiring
a civilian contractor, or tasking another Federal Agency
such as the Federal Acguisition Institute (FAI) with contin-
uing this effort.
If a thesis student were to complete this effort, the
cost would be fairly rominal as that person's efforts would
be a sunk cost since this effort would fall withii the
purview cf thesis research for the Postgraduate student. The
enly incremental costs would be those associated with travel
and ether research related costs. In the main, these costs
would be insignificant. If a civilian contractor were tasked
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with th€ preparation cf a training manual, the cost would te
much nore significant. The most probable option would te to
task fAI cr some otter Federal Agency with completion of
this wcrk. At present, FA I is working independently cf this
study to ccnpile needed areas of training within the small
purchase environment and to develop a training guide to meet
those needs. If they utilize the findings of this study, the
scope of their present tasking would decrease, as scire of
the ground that the} had intended to cover is included
herein. In this instance, as in the case of assigning this
effort to a NPS thesis student, out of pocket costs would be
nominal, since the JAI has already programaed personnel and
financial resourses tc this task.
E. 1FAIKIKG COSIS
If this or a similar program were implemented, there
would te costs associated with actually conducting the
recommended training. Ihere would necessarily be a cadre of
capable instructors tc conduct the training, as well as to
update and otherwise keep the training material current. It
is a little more difficult to quantify these costs, since
the structure within which this training would be conducted
is eatremely difficult to pre-determine. If dedicated
instructors were hired to conduct the training, there would
te a direct cost impact. If, however, this training were
conducted in-house cr with presently existing training
resources, there would not te a significant cost impact. Por
the purpose of illustration, we will examine the choice cf
hiring additional personnel to travel to major installations
to ccnduct a portion cf the training. Liaison with the Army
logistics Management Center at Ft. Lee Va, indicates that a
staff cf two people would be reguired to iaplement,
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coordinate and ex€ctte the desired training [Bef. 62].
Comparable personnel at Ft. Lee are at the GS-12 level, and
command an average salary of $34,454 per year. If these
salaries are accelerated in accordance with NAVC02PI MANUAL
0350jC tc account for indirect costs, the total cost of this
increased staffing of two persons would be $93,025 per year.
Ihe nost reasonable option would be for a large instal-
lation in each geographic concentration of small purchase
personnel tc be tasked with conducting the training once or
twice a month. This would allow a relatively small
percentage of the small purchase personnel frcii local
commands to attend ^ach tine training is conducted so that
the ncrial work flow is not completely disrupted and suffi-
cient personnel are en hand to provide the reguired service.
Therefore, major installations may find it necessary tc hire
additicral personnel tc conduct all or a portion of the
training locally. It is felt that additional personnel
would net te needed at the NAVSUP level, as sufficient
resources appear to te in place to provide policy guidance
and oversight.
I. IIAVII COSTS
Iravel costs associated with the implementation of tnis
training program are difficult to forecast and guantify.
Ihere would obviously be seme travel involved if training
were conducted by a cadre of instructors that periodically
visited each major installation. Personnel at smaller
installations would also be reguired to travel tc central
locations tc obtain the necessary training. If training were
conducted in-house, however, there would be nominal travel
costs associated with implementing this training. Ihere are
approximately 40 major small purchasing divisions withir the
Navy £Bef. 63]- If one were to assume that each of these
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installations were visited an average or twice per year and
provided two days ci training, tne travel cost fcr two
persons from a relatively central location would total
approximately $120,0CC. This is based on a trip of 4 days in
duration, and an average trip length of 2,000 miles, anc the
assumption that several activities would re able to partici-
pate in training siniltaneously . Reliable data are ret
available to accurately estimate the number of perscnrel
that would be able tc attend training of this manner on a
no-cost basis. It is estimated, however that approximately
80% (2,0C0) of the snail purchase personnel would te able to
atter.d or a no-cost basis as a result of these sessions
teing conducted at najor concentrations of small purchase
personnel. If personnel from small commands were required
to travel to larger installations to obtain training, an
estimate of total costs for the remaining 500 people would
te approximately $25C,000.
Although these figures are broad estimates, they are
presented tc illustrate the potential upper limits of the
cost of travel associated with implementing this program.
Ihe total costs therefore of implementing this alternative
would t€ $370,000. A mere reasonable assumption, as
discussed above, would be for the largest activity in each
region tc conduct the training on a recurring basis. Any
in-hcuse personnel utilized to conduct this training may be
required tc perform seme travel in order to participate in a
training course specifically designed for in-house instruc-
tion of small purchase training.
I. ESIN1ING, DISTRIBUTION, AND OTHER CONSUMABLES COSIS
liaison with the Government Printing Office indicates
that the average printing ccst for a training manual of this
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nature would be approximately 3-70 per copy for a training
nanual that is roughly 100 pages long £fief- 64]. Assuming
an initial distribution of two copies per small purchase
employee, total printing and distribution costs fcr £,200
copies wculd be appicximately 33,640. There would also be
some ether less significant costs associated with the inple-
mentaticr of this training program, however, the cost of
consunatles and other miscellaneous supplies would probably
re ncniral.
G- SCABBY OF CCSTS
Ihe primary intert of this rather cursory examination of
costs is rot to ascertain with any precise degree of
certainty what the costs of iiplemen ting this program would
be, ratter the intent is to bring potential costs to light
and to nake seemingly reasonable estimates as to their
value. It will be shown in the succeeding section through
some elementary sensitivity analysis that even if these
estimates are off by a factor of two, that the reguired
percentage increase in productivity or favorable reduction
in pricing would be very sniall in order to compensate for
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There are a nyriad of pcteEtial benefits that nay accrue
as a result of this training. This portion of the thesis
will ret attempt to present a rigorous quantification of
these benefits tut rather will merely highlight these of
significance. After outlining and discussing each cf these
potential benefits, sensitivity analysis will he perfcraed
en the present level cf small purchase expenditures in crder
to determine the required increase in productivity cr price
savings through more efficient purchasing that must take
place in crder for this training to he justified frcm a
cost-effectiveness viewpoint- The reader is cauticned,
however, that aany of these benefits will not surface
directly on the " bottom line", altnough they will in every
case have an impact upon purchasing efficiency.
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1 • Tangible Benefits
a « 2k£ jost c learly seen benefit of this tra inin g
would be increased efficiency en th e part of small purchase
£erscnnel. If snail purchase personnel perforin their duties
in a acre efficient nanner, fewer personnel resources slould
te required. The intact of improved efficiency will be
difficult tc measure, however, as it is ccmironly felt that
small purchase perscrnel are presently overburdened. As
previously mentioned, there is increasing public and
Congressional furor regarding charges of spare parts over-
payments by the DOD tc Defense contractors, and a signifi-
cant pcrticn of the spare parts procurements in the Navy/LOD
are performed by snail purchase personnel. If small
purchase personnel receive improved training the incidence
cf spare parts overpricing, real or imaginary, should
decrease
.
b. Prices _pjid b_y the Gov ernment for g oed s and
services shculd decrease in constant dollars. The crux of
any analysis of purchasing must be upon obtaining the right
material, at the right price, at the right location. As
small purchase perscnnel become more skilled in their
duties, they will presumably be better equipped to negotiate
prices and conditions that are more favorable to the
Government. Elementary tools and skills such as cost and
price analysis, as well as a general business sense, should
tetter enable small purchase personnel to obtain fair and
reasonable prices. This area probably has the most potential
for payoff since a general reduction in relative prices of
enly cne percent of the over $3.5 billion spent by the Navy
last year in snail purchase [fief. 65], would result in
savings cf ever $35,CCO,000 per year. An increased level cf
price reductions kculd make these savings even more
dramatic.
14 1
c « Public and Congressional atten tio n cr small
iii^ciase s hou ld decrease as they; realize that the small
I^chase |
u
nct ion within the Na vy/DOD is being conducted in
1R effective and efficient manner. The present level of
attention by public ledies is probably well deserved and is
productive in that it has forced Defense Agencies to focus
en the snail purchase function and to attempt to imprcve on
it. As these improvenents are made, public focus will shift
to ether areas thus allowing productive effort tc be
directed at executing the snail purchase function rather
than at defending it's practices, policies, and existence.
2- Intangible Benefit s
a. Greater professionalism should result fiom
improved tr ain ing. As discussed previously in this research
paper, lew morale is endemic throughout most Navy small
purchase organizations. One of the factors that has contrib-
uted to this low morale and to low self-esteem withir the
GS-11C5/€ ranks is the perceived lack of professionalism
within the small purchase structure. Ihis perceived lack of
professionalism is apparent in the literature and is
evidenced in interviews with small purchase personnel and
their supervisors. If an effective training program were
implemented, the morale and self-esteem of small purchase
perscnel would undcuttedly increase, as would the general
perception cf professionalism witnin small purchase. This
increase in morale wculd probably decrease the turnover and
attrition rates within the ranks of small purchase, and
would also tend to have a positive effect upon the produc-
tivity cf these perscrnel.
t. Il££oved execu tion of m anda ted socic-ecc noiri c
J~£23I! a.!s should result fro c impro ved training. An iepcr-
tant, yet intangible impact cf increased training v>culd be
improved implementation cf previously discussed
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socic-eccncnic programs directed by the Congress. Small
purchase is an important vehicle by which the Congress and
federal Agercies implement socio-economic programs- If small
purchase personnel are better trained and better understand
their rcle in the process, they will be tetter able to
execute these prcgrans. As pointed out in the researchers'
discussicn cf major problem areas, competition ard Small
Eusiness set-asides are two specific socio-economic programs
that have rot been inplemerted as effectively as desired.
As a result of this training, one could expect that small
purchase personnel may increase the incidence of competitive
procurements and increase their utilization of Small and
Eisad vantag ed businesses.
c - Marked improvement in the areas of re sponsiveness
t° ^nd improved readiness of operat ional units should result
lE.9.1 im p ro ved tr aining. As buyers become more professional
and mere proficient, they will better be able to meet the
ever burgeoning needs of their customers. Increased produc-
tivity ard a better awareness of the meaning and effect of
priorities will rot only allow customers to allocate fewer
financial and personrel resources to small purchase, tut
will also result in shorter procurement action leadtimes for
custeffers. This may aisc allow stocking activities to
adjust inventory ordering models and reduce the need to
carry present levels of inventory, thus reducing carrying
costs
.
d. Improvements to the pro fess ional base from fch ich
to draw entrants into the GS- 11 02 series should result f rom
improved training. At present, the level of expertise that
is displayed by GS- 1105/6 personnel that transfer to the
GS-11C2 series is significantly less than desired [Ref. 66]-
Ihis results in an inordinate amount of training in order to
make former GS-1105/6 employees productive members of the
GS-11C2 workforce. If intermediate level small purchase
1U2
perscmel are better trained, the transition from GS-1 10-/6
to G £— 110 2 will be much easier and will encourage both
communities to promote fertilization of the GS-1102 series
from the GS-1105/6 series. As a result of the threshold for
small purchase being increased to $25,000, many of the
concepts cf small purchase are equally applicarle to
contracting as well, indicating tnat properly trained
GS-11C5/6 personnel should have less difficulty marine the
transition to GS-1102.
I- A5AIISIS
It is not withir the scope of this research effort to
rigcrcusly quantify tie costs and benefits of implementing a
proposed training piogram fcr intermediate level small
purchase personnel. There is a feeling at many levels of
purchasing management that the present state of trainir.g in
small purchase is so deficient that even a training program
cf much greater aagnitude than the one that these
researchers propose hould be cost effective. Executive
Crder 12352 does net address the financial impact of
improving the procurement workforce, rather it focuses
solely upon required reforms. It is important, however, in a
general sense to have some appreciation for the expected
cost cf inp lementing this or a similar program, in crder to
deternine if further cost analysis is warranted. Although
the cost analysis presented above is not quantitatively
precise, the researcher's contend that the crder cf magni-
tude cf these costs is a fairly accurate indicator cf antic-
ipated costs. At every juncture throughout, the researchers
have chesen to be conservative and thus demonstrate the
greatest potential ccst of each option. The following data
provide a range cf optimistic and pessimistic estimates that
will allcw the reader to ascertain a reasonarle estimate of
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costs under varying assumptions. If one were to assume that
each cf tie most costly options were to transpire, the total




Sutject Personnel Ccsts $ $2,597,916
Trailing Development Costs- negligible
Training ccsts $ $ 93,025
Travel costs - 3200,000 $ 320, 0CC
Printing and other ccsts - $ 3640 $ 3,640
Total ccsts $203,640 $3,014,521
As stated, it is felt that the above estimates are a
reasonable broad estinate of the costs of implementing small
purchase training. Even if these research estimates were in
error by a factor of two, the total projected cost fcr the
Navy to inplement this training would approxinately $6
million. These assunptions serve to establish a rough base-
line against which tc measure expected costs. Since all of
the assunptions regarding ccsts were purposely made with the
expectation of the mcst costly option being exercised, there
is ample rccm for these estimates of costs to be reduced.
In order for the Navy to recapture its investment in
training from a purely financial aspect, small purchase
personnel would have to effect an average cost savings of
less than one tenth cf one percent of total small purchase
expenditures. The above efficiencies represent a fairly
small incremental decrease in prices paid, and do ret take
any cf the many irtangitle benefits cited above into
account. If small purchase personnel were able to achieve
an overall average reduction in prices of one percent,
savings, after subtracting training costs, on the order of
$32,000,000 would accrue.
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If sciie of the less costly options discussed atcve were
in fact exercised, the potential payback point cf this
investment would be reduced significantly. For example, if
the havy chose to (1) hire 93 additional full-time
employees, (2) task the FAI with completion of the training
guide, and (3) perform most cf the training in-house, the
cost fcculd cnly re orly slightly more than $2 million.
J. SDflflAEX
This examination cf potential costs and benefits has
teen fairly cursory, however, it has accomplished its
primary purpose of establishing a resonable range cf esti-
mates regarding the projected costs of implementing a small
purchase training program. The objective has been to show
that the reguired investment in terms of financial resources
is fairly nominal in order to potentially attair. an
extremely high degree of tangible and intangible benefits.
There are obviously a lot of alternative methods to approach
utili2ing and implementing the mandated training, and it is
recognized that options such as increasing the number of
ceiling feints is a difficult endeavor at best. This
problem is exacerbated by the need to obtain additional
ceiling feints for other reasons besides affording increased
epport unities for training. It is critical however tc estab-
lish financial and personnel needs so that the necessary
resources can be requested and possibly obtained.
An inportant, but frequently overlooked point is that a
reascnatle estimate cf the costs must be derived. All too
cften. Government programs are executed without even a
cursory attempt to quantify the costs and benefits that will
result. In this case, it is felt that the magnitude cf the
training costs is sc small that the training is warranted
from a ccst-ef f ectiveness standpoint. The relatively nominal
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funding ieguirements ex this program , as a percentage of
small purchase expenditures, (albeit $2 to $3 million) ,
requires a very small incremental increase in pricing effec-
tiveness to recoup ccsts. For example, if small purchase
personnel were arle tc negotiate a price decrease cf $1 foe
every 11,000 that they spend, the Navy would have recouped
all cf its training ccsts. Additionally, a myriad cf ctter
lenefits besides reductions in prices paid can result as
veil.
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VIII. CONCIOSIONS AND fiECOMJIENDATIONS
A. CCNCIOSIONS
1 • Ijck of an elfecti ve career d evel opment pr cj^r a jr for
small purchase personnel has neg atively imp acted upon
£^££^iI3ic€ in the field. The views of buyers and supervi-
sory personnel expressed in Chapter III support this ccrten-
tion. further, a nunber of practical manifestations can he
directly related to the systemic failure to provide seme
clear career oppcrturities for those interested in remaining
in small purchase. These manifestations, as detailed in
Chapter III, include confusicn regarding job definition,
high turrcver rates, attitude and morale problems, avcicarce
cf respcrsifility, and reduced incentive to participate in
further training.
^ • Curre nt e f f
c
its to revitalize s mall purchase car eer
ievelcpment .programs a_re a step: in the ri^ht dire ction, tut
leave seme lasic questions unanswered . TasK Group 6 recom-
mendations and actions, presented in Chapter III, properly
address manj of the correct objectives for any successful
professional developnent program. Occupational standards
are teinc rewritten, and specific training guidelines are
being established. froperly, the researchers believe, these
efforts are being founded upen surveys of the buyers and
supervisors themselves.
3 . A dis tinct and complete career development pr cgiaa
should be provided f ci those personnel who wish to remain in
the JJ05 and JM06 series. Training and professional recog-
nition cf the 1105 and 1106 series should not be based upon
an assumed desire to transition to the 1102 series.
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Each enhancement to small purchase career develcpment
programs must be filtered down to every level of the small
purchase hierarchy. This will require a serious revalua-
tion cf work loads and manning levels in many small purchase
shops. Euyers and supervisors must be allowed tc partici-
pate in the development cf all programs.
** • Sig nif icant weaknes ses exist in sm all purchase cr ca-
-SA^aticnal str ucture and practice which must he addressed if
ajlX traini ng program is to he suc cessfully i m p 1 e m e r. t € d
.
Small purchase buyers and supervisors are virtually unani-
mous in their agreement that is impossible to separate the
guality cf the working environment from the perceived need
and desire for training.
Specific conclusions, supported ay the discussicc in
Chapter IV, may be made as fellows:
a. The functional distinctions between procurement
series are unclear ard personnel, as a result, are cften
improperly assigned.
r . In many activities, the buying function is net
organized ir. a manner conducive to efficient use and devel-
opment cf personnel.
c. Many activities have failed to provide small
purchase with necessary publications and reference
materials.
d. No effective program currently exists to keep
small purchase personnel abreast of the latest legislation,
regulation, and direction. No effort is made, on the whole,
to translate this information into terms that are under-
standatle and useful tc personnel in the field.
e. Organizational goals and priorities for small
purchase are not made clear to small purchase personnel.
Stated concerns and objectives often exnibit very little
stability.
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I. Perf or nance evaluation systems for small
purchase personnel are totally inadequate as they now exist,
loo nuch enphasis is placed upcn volume cf effort without
recognizing the varying natures and complexities cf tasks
per formed.
g. Very few organized systems exist tc provide
positive recogniticr to sirall purchase buyers and
supervisors
.
h. Inadeguate clerical support has degraded small
purchase performance at many activities. Procurement
Administrative Lead Times (PA1T) have been directly
affected
.
i. Small purchase supervisory personnel generally
fail tc provide the kind of support necessary to effective
performance and training.
j. Most procurement activities need to earnestly
reevaluate their existing systems of internal and external
communications. In ceneral, effective feedback mechanisms
do not exist to enable evaluation and improvement cf super-
visory and training efforts.
k. Professional and organizational def icier.cies
have resulted in a shift away from a service-oriented atti-
tude en the part of many small purchase personnel.
1. Existing training programs in the field cf small
purchase are generally inadeguate.
- • H^Hy. 9. f the jtos t chronic Contract Management R eview
(CMR) discrepancies r elated tc the small purch ase iurction
could be eliminated h_y improving performance in a United
numb er of sub ject areas. These areas are identified in
Chapter V. The basic nature of these areas is supported
both by CMR detailed and summary reports, and by the
expressed concerns of small purchase personnel. Causes and
basic solutions addressed in Chapter V should, the
researchers believe, form the nucleus cf a refresher course
for snail purchase buvers and supervisors.
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6.
An in term€ ciate level small p urcha se training
LJL9.££§® E^za be developed that is succinct , cle arly focused
UEQ.n regulations and direc tives as they perta in tc small
purchase, aid cocsis tent in its approach. During interviews
in the field, small purchase personnel almost unanimously
desire a practical training guide that not only details "how
to," rut also addresses the "why." Training in the 12
subject areas discussed in Chapter V represent the majority
cf recurring CMR discrepancies, and are those most desired
by small purchase personnel and thier supervisors. This
research has found that small purchase personnel are mere
committed to the support of policies and procedures if they
are aware cf the origins and impacts of these policies and
procedures.
7 Ihe cost of i n pleme ntigg an effective and co apr ehen-
sive training program for small p urchase personn el is minis-
cule compared tc the dollar value of transactio ns that they
process, ard the potential henef its to be gained. Eased
upon a cost/benefit aialysis of a training program for small
purchase personnel, it can be concluded that through a wide
range cf pessimistic estimates, the cost of implementing
training by any one -of several methods is nominal. If
training is conducted on a continuous basis, the potential
tenefits will far outweigh the costs.
E. BICOEMEliDATICNS PCB OPPEE ECHELONS
1 • ii^ss forward to meet all l eg ally mandat ed cjca Is for
small purchas e professional develo pment to include t he
continuiig recommendations of Task Group 6. Ihe pel icy
objectives enunciated by Task Group o, and those proposed by




2 . l ake ever y ac tio n nece ssar y to e nsure tha_t tne
improvements achieved in professional development are
reflected a_t each level of the procur ement hierarch y. This
will include comprehensive revision of position descrip-
tions, reassessment cf task assignments, adjustirer.t of
manning levels, and reevaluation of training needs at the
buyer level. Euyers and supervisory personnel should he
actively involved in program design and implementation.
3« £€velo2 and igpleme nt a separate and distiict career
^ey.^i cement .program for small purchase person nel vho wish to
remain in small pur chase . Include in this development
program a dedicated training plan which addresses the needs
cf career small purchase buyers and supervisors. In order
for such a program tc be successful, it is further recom-
mended that concurrent steps he taken to address the
following problem areas:
a. The appearance of organizational preference for
the 1102 series.
r. Intense work loads.
c. Volume-related performance measures (this will




^ * De vel op and promul ga te u paa ted Classif ic aticr. and
Qualification Standards for the s mall purchase series. Use
these standards to revise position descriptions and gob
assignments at all procurement activities. This must be the
first step in estahlishin g small purchase as a distinct
professional community.
5 . Spe cif y the curren tly operative references for snail
purchas_e. IAR iapleaertaticn has resulted in uncertainty as
to the viability of many traditional sources of infcriiation
and guidance. Ihe status cf NAVSUP P-467, in particular,
requires immediate clarification.
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6 - Devel op and promul gate a uni form tra ini ng cc_urse on
|AB f aiiiliariza tion for sm al l purchase per son nel. Ibis
training shculd he mandatory for buyers, supervisors, and
managers, and shculd le implemented as soon as possible.
7 . .P rod uce and d ist ribute summaries of the lat est
legislation and reg ulatipn applicable to small purchase.
Summaries should be easily understood at the furctioral
level, and should be cade available on a regular basis.
2- Develop a standard performa nce ap prais al sy_stem to
te used ty_ all activities in evaluat ing the iericrffaice of
small purc has e personnel. This system should net rely
exclusively on traditional measures ox efficiency, but
should irccrporate a recogniticn of the kinds of tasks teing
performed, as well as the quality of individual performance.
5- Sponsor a foiaal recognition program for outstanding
small purchase personnel and activities. Such a prcgram
could alsc be used as a vehicle to disseminate innovative
ideas
.
10- D e ve 1 o p a comprehensive training g uid e for small
purchase personnel tha t incl udes , as a minimum, the
Jollcwinq rasic subject are as:
a. Requirements Determination,
i. Purchasing Methods.
c. BPA Use and Administration.
d. Purchase Crder Dse.
e. Documentation.
f. Determination of Fair and Reasonarle Price.
g. Competiticn.
h. Small Business Set Asides and Other Programs.
i. Accounting Data and Appropriations,
j. Imprest fend.
k. ADP Procurement.
1. Prioritization of Procurements. This prcgram
should be prepared at a central level and distrituted to
field activities to adapt to their specific needs.
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11- A central authority should be tasked with the cocr-
dinaticn, and updating of a small purchase training guide.
This authority should periodically review the needs of field
level personnel, and should update the training guide en at
least ar anrual basis so that it does not fall into disuse
due tc a lack of currency.
Mm Develop a standard format similar to the cne
I-E°J2.c_£ed that includes the following key elements:
a- Subject Area.
r. Definitions.
c. Governing Rules and Regulations.
d. Rationale and Reasons for Procedures.
e. Commcn Picblems and Discrepancies.
f. Suggested Solutions.
9. Training Materials and Recommended Guides.
12- pursue adeg uate financial resources to fully inple-
JiL&t ^nj training pr coram that is under taken. "While it is
recognized that personnel ard financial resources are
scarce, the benefits that will accrue will far outweigh the
costs
.
m* E sta blish a mean s tc quantify the benefits that
accrue as a res ult of impro ved and intensified training. A
means tc guantify tenefits in this area will facilitate
deter nining if future training should be conducted, and will
provide justification for additional resources if tenefits
exceed the costs as expected.
C. BICCEfll NDATICNS ICE PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES
1 • Activities should he encouraged to r ati onally eval-
uate the organization cf the buying, function. This evalua-
tion shculd be designed tc determine if current serenes
facilitate:
a. Effective utilization of existing expertise.
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h. Training through regular assignment rctaticn,
where possible.
c. Professional development through exposure to
tasks cf varying difficulty.
d. Maximum opportunity for buyers to beccme
familiar with sources and products.
Cnce an effective scheme is instituted, it should remain
static as lcng as practically possible.
2 - All procure ment activities shou Id deter mine what
publications and reference mate rial s a re n eed ed by small
purchase personnel, and take step_s to provide these items.
Cnce these iiaterials are obtained, further steps shculd be
taken to instruct personnel in their content and proper use.
3 - All prcc urement ac t i vi ties s ho uld pr ovide small
ii^rchase buyers and supervisor s with some form of expcsure
to current legislation, regulation, and local guidar.ce
related to small purchase. The researchers recommend that
perscnnel be required to maintain a current file cf this
material, and that regular instruction be conducted to
distill it into operational terms.
4. P roc urement organizations should establish an
explicit set of g.oals and priorities for small purcha se .
These shculd be publicized, perhaps in the form of a policy
statement, and copies made available to all buyers, supervi-
sors, and managers. Operational policies and practices, as
will as performance evaluation systems, should be reviewed
to ensure ccnformity with established goals and priorities.
Every effort should re made to make this structure stable.
5- Ac tivi ties s ho uld establish a formal performance
recoqni ticn program for small purchase buyers and supervi-
sors . Such a program should be designed at the local level
to reward superior performance, and to call attention to
innovative techniques and practices which may be beneficial
throughout the activity. As a minimum, recognition programs
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should employ appropriate puilicity and documentation in
personnel records.
£• Steps must te take n to scrutinize and, where n eces-
£§rj[ i?J2d possible, reor gan ize the clerical s upp ort f ur ct ion
1° ££cvide adeg ua te servic e to smal l p urchase . If prac-
tical, a separate typing peel should be established for
small purchase and placed in the appropriate administrative
chain cf command. Siere this is not possible, efforts trust
te made to dedicate clerical personnel, or to establish seme
objective method of scheduling work.
7 - Activities should s tri ve to improve the qualit y and
§QQ.E€ QI supervisory support to small purchase buyers. This
may be facilitated by minimizing, where possible, the actual
buying responsibilities assigned to supervisors.
Supervisors should te encouraged to become more actively
involved in screening incoming material, counseling,
training, and supporting the efforts of the buyers. The
researchers further recommend that supervisors receive
training both in general management and small purchase
support techniques. Finally, supervisors' evaluations
should te based primarily upon the effectiveness cf the
support that they prcvide.
8 . Act ivi ties should rigorous ly evaluate the effec tive-
ness cf existing systems of internal and external communica-
tions . This evaluation should include assessments cf :
a. The effectiveness of feedback mechanisms xetween
buyers, supervisors, and managers.
t. The ability to translate inspection, audit, and
review results into terms meaningful to individual buyers.
c. The ability to communicate organizational goals
and priorities.
d. The reliability of external communications
systems.
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Additionally , it is recommended that each activity
institute a program cf scheduled buyer meetings with venders
and with representatives of major customer commands. Euyers
should re encouraged to attain a first-hand knowledge of
vender personnel and products, consistent with regulation,
finally, an appreciation of customer responsibilities and
constraints can greatly reduce the number cf future
nisund erst an dings.
9« Activities shoul d stress customer service as the
_guid ir^g pr inc iple ir all small pur chase endeavors. Ihe
researchers reconmend promulgation of a policy statement
similar to that found in Appendix A, which has reen used
successfully by several activities. Customers of various
sizes should be regularly interviewed to gather impressions
cf the buying function.
1C Act ivities should critically evaluate current
i£^iiLil^ ££!=<i.§ Mk& existi ng programs. Where necessary,
trailing programs should be redesigned to include modular-
ized training material, formally scheduled training, and
dedicated training tine. Snail purchase buyers and supervi-
sors should be required to undergo periodic training cf the
type described in this report. Activities must ensure that
standardized training materials are tailored to the needs of
local bujers and supervisors.
E. SOflMABY OF ANSHEES TO filSEABCH QUESTIONS
Question #1. What are the current training shortcomings as
viewed ty the Com ga nder . Naval Su pply Systems Co irmand
(NA VSUg) s taf f, fifld level supervisors with in the small
-Enchase sy ste m, and sm all purchase personnel themselves?
Training shortccnings have teen identified related to
both tie availability and content of existing programs. The
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only standardized small purchase program currently available
in DCI is purely entry-level oriented and perceived to be
untimely and hard tc use. No specific program exists to
provide follow-on or refresher training for small purchase
personnel. Training in the field appears to be irregular
and naircwly directed.
locally administered small purchase training content
does rot emphasize the primary areas of difficulty experi-
enced ry snail purchase personnel. This training does not
attempt to acquaint tie buyer or supervisor with the reasons
for particular procedural requirements, or the potential
consecuences associated with non-compliance. Buyers and
supervisors are not routinely exposed to training directed
to actual discrepancies cited in CAR reports, nor are
specific solutions suggested.
Question #2. Wha t icllow- en or advanced training for small
purchase pe rsonnel is desired by the Commande r, Naval S upply
Systecs Com man d staff, field supervisors, and interme ciate
2slZ§i :§I.§2i purchase person pel?
Eespcnsible officials at all levels of the chain of
command desire a training program which will accomplish the
following basic objectives:
a. facilitate tie provision of better service.
t, Jeduce reported performance discrepancies.
c. Increase the sense of professionalism and jot satis-
faction for small puichase personnel.
lie research, as presented, indicates that all personnel
desire a comprehensive program of small purchase training
which directly addresses the shortcomings cited in the
answer tc Question #1. Buyers and supervisors, especially,
desire ar cngoing refresher program that provides instruc-
tion related to specific protlem areas. The researchers
have identified these areas Id Chapter V, and have delin-
eated specific problems, causes, and recommended solutions.
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Question #3. Jihat small purchase trai ning £ro^ra_ff£ pres-
entl y exist for small purchase personnel at the basic or
entry 2SL2£l* and at jrcre advanced levels?
lie only entry-level program ior snail purchase
currently existing within DCD is developed and administered
at Ft. lee, Virginia by the Army Logistics Management Center
(ALMC). Eecause of previously described problems with this
basic course, many activities have conducted extensive
taiicring efforts suited to activity needs. All cf these
programs, however, are thoroughly based in the ALMC program,
and are essentially ertry-level in nature.
As stated, no intermediate or advanced courses dedicated
to snail purchase currently exist. Attempts to conduct
refresher training, tc date, consist of reapplication of the
basic materials. Seme local efforts are noted, tut no
compretersi ve prcgraa exists.
Question #4. W ha t is the current level of for mal train ing
of interme dia te lejel small purchase p ersonnel in the
department of the Navy, an d .what are the sources of tra inin g
that do exist?
As cited in Chatter IV, the research indicates that
nearly 2C% cf the personnel working in Navy small purchase
organizations have net had foriral entry-level training. It
is difficult, if net impossible, to estimate the current
level cf training cf intermediate personnel, due to the
absence cf any standardized training targeted to this group.
Xhe researchers observed, or received reports, of training
programs of widely varying degrees of sophistication.
Available training is obtained through informal instruc-
tion, fornal group instruction, written guidance, and self
study. Training fornats range from scheduled time tc spon-
taneous reactions tc emerging problems. In all cases,
training beyond the basic level is dependent upen the
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material and personnel resources of the individual activi-
ties, and upon local training policies.
Question #5. Ei3^£ ether sources of training exist and are
available at the Jield level for field small purchase
i^rscnnel?
Few suitable sources cf training exist at the field
level fox field small purchase personnel. There is very
little sharing of innovative information between activities
concerning small purchase training, and non-DOD resources
are rarely utilized. Beyond whatever degree of organiza-
tional training is available at the individual activity, the
buyer cr supervisor lust primarily rely on int er-persor.al
instruction
.
He existing source, the researchers have concluded,
addresses the specific subject areas that are the source of
most CME discrepancies. No existing source establishes a
perspective on the system that buyers and supervisors both
appear tc desire.
Question #6. What t raining is curren tly require d f cr career
j3exelcj:m€nt of sjiall purchase personnel a_t the interme diat e
level 1
a ' lh£ is respcrsible f cr conducting this training?
£" I-§ iki§ training utilized?
c * 1§ this training adequate?
Career development programs and derivative training were
the subject of Chapter III. The researchers conclude that
viable career planning and training rrograms for small
purchase are still in the formative stages in the ftavy.
General pclicy and training requirements guidelines have
been announced, but data is still being gathered to suppcrt
specific training prcgrams. Eesponsibility for training has
not been clearly identified, nor has the program content.
The material presented in this report is largely intended to
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contribute to the effort of definitizmg these training
programs and reguirements. It may be concluded, at this
time, that adequate training is not available tc be
utilized.
Question #7. What ether f actors, if any, inrluence the
success cf tra ining for small purchase personnel?
The research has shown guite clearly that many internal
and external factors influence training in small purchase,
and dc sc in a dramatic way. Sc strong is the influence, in
fact, that the evidence presented in Chapters III ard IV
indicates that weaknesses in professional career development
and organizational structure oust be addressed before any
training program may be successfully conducted. While the
individual factors vary from activity to activity, the weak-
nesses identified in Chapters III and IV appear to be perva-
sive enough to warrant an earnest self-evaluation by every
activity with small purchase responsibilities.
Question #8. What are the costs associated with imple-
menting the pr pposed training program?
The costs associated with implementing the training
program proposed by this research will vary depending upon
the method, scope, and schedule of implementation. General
cost categories and a basic cost/benefit analysis are
presented in Chapter VII. This analysis reveals, without
guesticn, that the benefits associated with such a program
far outweigh the costs.
£. AEIAS ICE FOBTHEE BESEABCB
Besearch conducted for this report has provided the
basis for further study and action in the following areas:
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1. The development of training guide material rcr the
remaining subject areas not specifically dealt with iE this
report.
2. The development of an effective perfcrnarce
appraisal system for small purchase buyers and supervisors
cf the type recommended in Chapter IV.
3. The developaent of an implementation plan for the
trairing proposed in this report.
4. An examination of feasible methods that may be
employed to reduce work loads in small purchase shops.
5. Ihe development of an objective means of quantifying
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N:RCC PURCriASE DIVISION PROCEDURAL MEMORANDUM A2
From: Code PD
To: All PD Personnel
Subj : Ten Commandments of Good Customer Relations
1. Our customers are the most important people to enter our establishment
whether in person, by mail, or by telephone.
2. Our customers are people who desire our service -- it is our job to give
that service in such a way that mutual benefit and satisfaction result.
3. Our customers are not dependent on us -- on the contrary, we are dependent
on them.
4. Our customers are not an interruption of our work -- they are the purpose
of it.
5. Our customers are not outsiders in our work -- they are a part of it.
6. Our customers are not cold statistics -- they are flesh and blood human
beings with feelings and emotions like our own.
7. Our customers are not people to argue or match wits with -- arguments
are won only by avoiding them.
8. Our customers, whether belligerent or irritating, humble or appealing,
always have a genuine right to receive prompt and courteous service.
9. Our customers do us a favor by giving us an opportunity to serve them --
we are not doing them a favor by servicing them.
10. Our customers expect only what we ourselves expect from those who have
elected to serve others -- service -- with a minimum of delay in a helpful,
courteous, and efficient manner.







Summary of GS-1105 ard GS-1106 personnel in the De^artcect
of the Navy













Average Grade: 5.8 4-8
Median Grade: 5 4
Source: Bejcrt on the Federal Acguisitior




The fcilcwing Questions were asked during interviews
conducted during the course o£ the research.
A- CCEBINT PROBIEMS
1. What performance weaknesses are consistently cited
during CflRs?
2. What are the causes of the weaknesses that iecur
during CKEs?
3. What specific training shortcomings are noted by
small purchase supervisors?
4. What do supervisors attribute to the cause cf these
shortccmings?
5. What are the current training and performance crcb-
lems as seen by small purchase personnel themselves?
6- What are the areas in which small purchase perscnnel
feel training is inadequate?
7. Is career development suffering as a result of
these perceived inadequacies in training?
8- What organizational prcblems exist that hinder small
purchase?
E- IfAIliING
1- What current training programs are currently avail-
able?
a. What perscnnel are these training programs prima-
rily aimed at?
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t. What level of experience do these training
programs presume?
c. Are these programs general or do they address
specific areas ci training?
2. Is this training offered and/or conducted?
5- If the above training is not being offered, why
isn't it being offered?
a. Is it due to a lack cf awareness?
t- Is it due tc time constraints?
c. Is it due to the cost of the training?
d. is it due to a lack of relevance?
4. Who is responsible fcr this training?
5- Why do problems persist despite available training?
6. fihat training is necessary for career development?
7. fchat are the ether Defense Agencies doing to address
the problems discussed above?
8. What locally developed programs are available tc meet
these training needs?
C. TBAIBIHG REQUIRE tlHlS
1- What specific areas cf weakness should training
address?
2- Rhat form shculd this training take?
3. At what pcint in the career pattern of small
purchase personnel shculd this training take place, and how
cften shculd it take place?
4. Jihat personnel should be involved in this training?




1. Jihat are the specific weaknesses in perf or Diarce?
2. Can these shortcomings be corrected b_y training?
3. Shat training is available and why doesn't it «crk?
H. Can presently available training meet the needs of
small tuichase persociel?
5- What specific areas of weakness should be addressed
in a new training course?
6. How should a new training course be conducted?
7. Klat are the probable costs associated with
conducting a training course cf the proposed nature?
8- w'hat effect would this training have en the
throughout and effectiveness of small purchase personnel?




LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ADP Automated Eata Processing
ALMC Aimy Logistics Management Center
BPA Elanket Purchase Agreement
CBD Ccmmerce Eusiness Daily
CME Contract Management Review
DAR Defense Acquisition Regulation
DD Perm Department of Defense Form
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DLSII lefense logistics Information Exchange
DOD Department of Defense
DON Department of the Navy
DTIC Defense Technical Information Center
FAI federal Acguisition Institute
FAR federal Acguisition Regulation
FSS federal Supply Schedule
GS Government Service
GSA General Services Administration
NAVCCMPT Comptroller of the Navy
NAVMAT Kaval Material Command
NAV5CP Naval Supply Systems Command
OFPP Cffice of federal Procurement Policy
OPM Cffice of Personnel Management
OSD Cffice of the Secretary of Defense
P- Publication (followed by number)












Crifcrm Material Movement and Issue
friority System





Adkins, P., Snail Purchase Buyer, Naval Supply Center,
NoriclX, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Afone , F.r. , Procurement Analyst, Field Management Division,
Navy Eegicnal Contracting Center, Philadelphia Pa., 12 Parch
1984 (lelephone)
.
Anderson, Er. , Financial Management Division, Government
Printing Office, 22 May 1984 (Telephone).
Andersen, Mrs., Snail Purchase Division Director, Navy
Begicnal Contracting Center, Washington D.C , 13 March 1984
(Telephone) .
Erown, E., Federal Acguisition Institute, Washington E.C.,
14 March 1984 (Persoral) .
Cole, E., Deputy Ccirmander fcr Contracting, Naval Supply
Systens Command, Washington D.C, 12 March 1984 (Persoral).
Conrad, J., Army Logistics Management Center, Fort lee, Va.,
15 March 19£4 (Persoral).
Courtney, f., Special Assistant for Career Develop nert.
Contracting, Naval Material Command, Washington, D.C, 13
March 1984 (Personal).
Eubuisscn, B. , Procurement Analyst, Contracts Plans and
Policy Division, Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington,
D.C, 12 Manch 1984 (Personal) .
Ellen, D., Small Purchase Euyer, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
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Zmrick, *I. / Director, Contractor Management Review, Naval
Supplj Systems Command, Washington, D.C., 12 March 1S84
(Personal) .
f vangelistc, fi., Analyst, Naval Material Ccmaand,
fiashirgtcn, D.C., 14 £arch 1984 (Personal;.
Garrcw, S., Saall I-urchase Buyer, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Gaskill, J-, Analyst, Office of the Secretary of Eefense,
Washington, D.C., 14 March 1984 (Telephone).
Gerdes, J., Director of Small Purchase, Naval Crdr.arce
Staticr, louisville, By., 27 March 1984 (Personal).
Gift, W., Lcdr., Eirectcr of Contracts, Naval Ordnance
Station, Icuisville, Ky. , 27 March 1984 (Personal).
Haley, E., Analyst, field Management Division, Navy Begional
Contracting Center, long Eeach, Ca. , 29 March 1S84
(Personal) .
Harder, 1., Cdr., Cortract Plans and Policy Division, Naval
Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., various March-tay
1984 (Personal and Telephone).
Heenigan, K., Analyst, Contract Management Review, Naval
Supply Systems Command, Washington, D.C., 12 March 1S84
(Personal) .
Ketheringtcn, J., Cdr., Defense Logistics Agency,
iashingtcn, D.C., 13 fcarch 1984 (Telephone).
Holzniller, G. , Eirector of Contracts, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Houston, M., D*.S. Aii force Training Command, Dayton, Oh.,
13 March 19£4 (Telephone).
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ieake, B-, Irainirg Coordicator, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Matsushita, R., Icdr. , Field Management Director, Navy
Regional Contracting Center, Long Beach, Ca-, 29 March 1S84
{Perscnal)
.
McDowell, K., Senior Procurement Analyst, Field Management
Divisicr, Naval Supply Center, Charleston, S.C. , 12 March
1984 (lelettone)
.
KcFarlanc, R., Soall Purchase Buyer,




Scheffer, S., Lt., Director or Small Purchase, Naval Supply
Center, Norfolk, Va. , 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Shaw, £-, Budget Cfficer, Naval Postgraduate School,
Konterey, Ca., 22 May 1984 (Personal)
.
Simmers, J., Small Purchase Supervisor, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Va., 16 March 1984 (Personal).
Smith, R., Small Purchase Euyer, Navy Regional Contracting
Center, long Beach, Ca., 29 March 1984 (Personal).
Stabil, ?.., It., Director of Small Purchase, Navy Eegional
Contracting Center, long Eeach, Ca.,
(Perscnal) .
March 1S84
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